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Injury not stopping Max

BRIEFLY
Pink Ribbon
Morning Tea

Te Pahū Women's Institute is
holding a Pink Ribbon
morning tea on Tuesday, May
11 at 10 am at the Te Pahū
Community Hall.
Speakers are from the
Treasure Chest dragon boat
team.
Everyone is welcome, there is
a gold coin donation, proceeds
to the Breast Cancer Research.

Mayor lining up for
half-marathon with
hi-tech crutches
Dean Taylor

T

e Kawa West’s Max Baxter is
a well known figure around
the Te Awamutu and
Ōtorohanga districts — but
for 30 years has been carrying a leg
injury that has threatened his mobility.
That injury has gone largely unnoticed as Max continued his dairy
farming career and then entered local
body politics — serving as mayor of
Ōtorohanga District since 2013.
Also not as well known is his
passion for athletics — namely running marathons.
In 1991, Baxter ran his debut marathon in Rotorua, finishing in 3h 14m.
He wanted to do better, making up
for some disappointment as a promising junior runner when he missed
the nationals because of a motorcycle
injury.
But soon after the marathon he
suffered incredible pain in his left leg.
He was diagnosed with a femoral
artery failure, which resulted in no
pulse below his left knee.
Max underwent bypass surgery,
which was expected to be good for
about 10 years.
He went on to run marathons
again, running three sub-three-hour
times in the process, including his
personal best 2h 49m in New Plymouth.
The surgery actually lasted 22
years, but eight years ago Max “felt
the artery go” and again suffered from
pain.
More surgery was an option, but
it meant cutting open his arms to
harvest healthy veins, and there was
no guarantee.
Max says he went into a dark place
for a while, the natural instinct to feel
sorry for himself.
It was his wife Lindsay who told
him to “‘snap out of it’ . . . and I did”.
Max decided to find ways to
handle the pain and get back to
running.

NZ Music Month
It's May - and that means it's
New Zealand Music Month!
Join in at the Te Awamutu
Library for one of the music
month activities that are on
offer.
Beginners Hip Hop/Street
Dance Class (ages 10+),
Imperious Dance Company
Hip Hop Demonstration,
Introduction to Ukulele
(beginners only, Teens and
above) and Ukulele Jam with
Kihikihi Ukulele Club.
Cambridge Libary will also
host activities.
For information or to register
check out waipalibraries.org.
nz/news/view/new-zealandmusic-month

Correction
In last week’s front page article
it was published that ‘head
students’ of Te Awamutu
College stood at the cenotaph
however the students were
not the school’s head students.

Pods discontinued
The rumours are true, beloved
Kiwi confectionery Pods to be
cast out.
Whether you're a fan of
Snickers or the original Mars
Bar flavour, it's a sad day for
Pods fans everywhere.
The beloved Kiwi snack that's
been a go-to treat for many a
road trip and movie night is
being discontinued, according
to manufacturer Mars New
Zealand.
"Due to changes in our
manufacturing capability,
we've had to make the difficult
decision to discontinue Pods.”

Ōtorohanga Mayor
Max Baxter of Te
Kawa has set
himself a goal of
running the
Rotorua half
marathon in under
three hours — on
crutches.
Photo / Supplied

continued on A3

LIMITED STOCK
No Further Shipping Conﬁrmed

KING OF THE FARM
SUZUKI LT-A500XM1
• Woodfires
• Pellet Fires
• Heat Pumps

$

13,912

• Gas Fires
• Central Heating

+GST

DON’T MISS OUT
PRA090321B

Call 0800 PRATTS or visit one of our showrooms to help with your decision.

Consultation, sales, permits and installation - at Pratts Plumbing one call does it all!

PROUD TO BE LOCAL, PROUD TO SUPPORT LOCAL
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Guests at the blessing and dedication of the upgraded Te Awamutu Medical Centre Casualty Unit named in honour of Dr Ian Forbes.

Photo / Dean Taylor

Forbes Casualty unit
blessed and dedicated
Founder, late Dr Ian Forbes, honoured — he and others created clinic 50 years ago
Dean Taylor

F

ifty years ago a group of doctors lead
by Ian Forbes and his practice partner
John Gower came up with an
innovative idea to pool resources and
create a medical clinic.
The result was Gresham Clinic — now Te
Awamutu Medical Centre— and founding partner Dr Ian Forbes has been recognised with the
naming of Forbes Casualty for the upgraded

casualty unit.
On Saturday, April 17 partners, staff and guest
gathered to bless and dedicate the unit — an
event postponed from last year when the
physical work was completed due to the pandemic.
Guests of honour were Ian and wife Valerie’s
children Alexa, Cameron and Verity Forbes and
grandson Nathan. Other family members
“attended” via Zoom.
Ian passed away in October 2016.

The concept of a clinical practice was unique
in New Zealand in 1970, but in Te Awamutu
most of the town’s doctors united to form the
new clinic.
The concept was spearheaded by Ian and
partner GPs were John Gower, Murray Sare,
Wayne McGregor, Laurie Neil and Russell Falconer.
With funding secured the building was
continued on A3

New Zealand family owned and operated
• Covering all of the North Island with ofﬁces in the Waikato and Bay of Plenty.
• We can cater for Simple Eco Funeral plans to Traditional Funeral Services.
• To ensure all family and whanau are a part of your loved ones’ journey we offer online live streaming
services.
Call Gayle or Carla today or any one of our dedicated team members to ensure your loved ones
memories are remembered in every way they can be.

0800 920 222

Simplycremations.co.nz • info@simplycremations.net.nz
38 Wairere Drive, Te Rapa

WAIPA ALUMINIUM
SECURITY DOORS AND FLYSCREENS
• Locally owned and operated
• Over 25 years experience in aluminium
• Call us today for your free quote

Simon Whale 022 469 2423 • waipaali@gmail.com • www.waipaaluminium.co.nz
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Honouring
legacy of the
innovative
Dr Forbes
continued from A2

started and Gresham Clinic opened
in 1972.
On the team with the six GPs were
nurses, administrators and a physiotherapist. There was also a laboratory
for taking blood samples and a dental
practice.
It was an innovative model for
delivering medical services.
By 1976 the clinic was expanded
and a room for small operations was
added and rooms for visiting specialists.
The next major upgrade came in
1994 when the casualty area was
upgraded and a second office was
created in the patient waiting area to
make the process more efficient.
Current partner GP Dr Mary
Ballantyne says over the years the Te
Awamutu Medical Centre continued
to be innovative — often driven by
Ian.
She says it was also a collegial
workplace for all staff and Ian truly
believed that everyone had an important role in healthcare.
“Partners and staff share experiences, check on each other and help
where they are needed,” says Mary.
“This is beneficial and healthy for
doctors, staff and patients.”
The latest upgrade to Forbes Casualty involved a clever rearrangement

of space in the casualty area to create
an extra exam room, an isolation
room if needed and a triage station
to streamline the process.
Speaking on behalf of family, Alexa
said her father would have approved
of the latest innovations.
She said the family was pleased to
see Ian’s legacy being recognised.
“Dad loved the Te Awamutu community and wanted to make a difference,” she said.
“He also liked inclusion and recognised everyone had a value that
equated to better outcomes for
patients.”

Alexa Forbes (left) speaking at the blessing on behalf of her family, accompanied by her brother Cameron and sister
Verity. Also attending was Cameron’s son Nathan, while other family members watched via Zoom.
Photo / Dean Taylor

Longserving practice nurse, and
leading diabetes nurse, Sally Davies
(right) recalls the life of Te Awamutu
Medical Centre when Dr Ian Forbes
was practising, with fellow
colleagues, from left: Dr Paul
Kennedy, Dr Mary Ballantyne, Dr
Wayne McGregor and Dr Richard
Ballantyne.
Photo / Dean Taylor

Distance challenge a family
affair for Max and daughter
continued from A1

That has culminated in his decision to
once again take on the marathon
where it all started — albeit a half
marathon this time, and on crutches.
Now aged 56, Max has set himself
the goal of going under three hours this
Saturday.
He is eager to match his performances in his younger days running full
marathons in under three hours.
“I figured I would target three hours
as it created another level of challenge,”
he says.
“A three-hour marathon is an admirable target for most runners so why not
attempt half of that?”
Max is using hi-tech crutches he

imported from Canada and has
completed training, targeting split
times on various terrains that match
the Rotorua course so he can achieve
his goal.

A three-hour marathon is
an admirable target for
most runners so why not
attempt half of that?
Max Baxter

He was going to be supported by
Lindsay, but says he has “broken” his

wife of 30 years in training.
“Running isn’t her happy place so I
appreciate what she was trying to do
for me,” says Max.
But there is another Baxter in the
event, their 26-year-old daughter
Taegan is honouring her father’s history by taking on her first full marathon.
Max says her training provided him
with motivation, but he also didn’t want
to take anything away from her potential achievement.
“Hopefully on Saturday we will be
celebrating each of us reaching our
goals,” he says.
“It will mean a lot to us both and
I hope it provides motivation for
others.”

Sunday Lunch

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY FROM 12PM
Enjoy exquisite Mediterranean cuisine and award winning wines
The perfect place to celebrate special occasions
Outdoor play area for children.

702 Rukuhia Rd, RD2, Ohaupo, Hamilton | 07 825 2893 | www.vilagradwines.co.nz

We are hosting a Pink Ribbon Breakfast
and we’d love for you to join us
Wednesday 12 May

7.30am-9.00am at Storyteller Eatery & Bar,
221 Mahoe St, Te Awamutu. Cost: $35
RSVP: office@rosetown.co.nz or 870 2137

07 870 2137

262 Ohaupo Road, Te Awamutu
office@rosetown.co.nz
www.rosetown.co.nz

FDANZ

Jim Goddin - Helen Carter - Nikki Adamson - William Johnston - Jan Howie - David Espin
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Memories of
getting one
over a prince
Tony Kay talks about doing battle on the
polo field with the Duke of Edinburgh
Caitlan Johnston

U

pon the news of the death
of Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, a Kihikihi man
recalled rare memories he
shared with him, including putting a
“goal in over the Duke’s head.”
In 1956, at the invitation of
Viscount Lord Cowdray, a New Zealand polo team embarked on a
month-long sea voyage through the
Panama Canal to England with 17
horses loaded as deck cargo on the
TSS Persic – these horses were purchased by Lord Cowdray following
the tour.
The New Zealand team, Aotea,
included Hamish Wilson of the
Rangitı̄kei Club, Derick Glazebrook
and AF Sandy Mackenzie of the
Hawke’s Bay Club, Jack Masters a
player from Hawke’s Bay, TC Lowry
who was a junior and Tony Kay of
the Kihikihi Club.
Wilson, Masters and Lowry sailed
with the horses while the rest of the
team travelled by plane at a later date.
“Lucky it was a calm crossing all
the way, horses on the deck in a rough
sea might have seen them all end up
in the sea,” Kay said.
The first match they played was
at Windsor Park against the

Hurlingham team, which consisted of
the Duke, Daphne Lakin, John Lakin
and Peter Dollar.
Aotea were defeated by the
Hurlingham team.
And in their next match they were
also defeated; they had played
against a Cowdray side.
Next up on the tour was the Neil
Haig Cup, which Aotea secured a win
against Friar Park, 6-1.
They then went on to compete in
the Cowdray Park’s Gold Cup –
consisting of three English teams, an
Argentinian team and Aotea, Kay
said.
This was the first year the cup was
played and it has since become a
prominent competition on the British
polo calendar.
Aotea played the Argentinian
team, Los Indios, in the first round and
were defeated 13-2.
According to Horace A Laffaye’s
book, Polo in Britain: A History, Aotea
won their last two encounters during
Sir Terry McLean wrote about
Prince Philip umpiring an exhibition
match at the 1974 Commonwealth
Games in Christchurch. The
photograph of Prince Philip that ran
with the article.
Photo / Supplied

Tony Kay recalls his memories
playing polo against Prince Philip in
England.
Photo / Caitlan Johnston

the competition.
Los Indios went on to win the cup
after securing the win in the final
against the Cowdray Park team, the
score was 9–4.
Kay also recalls playing further
and a part of the Midhurst Town Cup
– a competition played at Viscount
Lord Cowdray’s estate near Midhurst,
where players from the five cup
teams were scrambled to make two
completely new teams that went on
to play each other.
The teams consisted of one New
Zealander, one Argentinian and two
Englishmen.
“I was the New Zealander on one
side and the Duke was one of the two
Englishmen on the other side,” Kay
said.
Mid-way through the game, Kay’s
side was awarded a penalty and his
captain, the Argentinian, tasked Kay
with taking the shot.
“The hit turned out to be a perfect
one, 60 yards away from the goal and
the Duke’s in the goal mouth,” Kay
said.
“I put a goal over the Duke’s head.”
Kay’s side went on to win the
Midhurst Town Cup.
He also remembers meeting
Queen Elizabeth II.
“On one occasion when we were
playing in the Gold Cup, the Queen
came out to watch him (the Duke of
Edinburgh) play and a few of us
New Zealanders got introduced,” Kay
said.
“I shook hands with the Queen . . .
not everybody has shaken hands
with the Queen. It makes you
feel great, because this doesn’t often
happen and not many people are
fortunate enough to do so, but I did.”
Kay’s time in England during 1956
wasn’t the last he would see of the
Duke.
continued on A5

Fresh new design, 18” Alloys, LED
Headlamps, DRLs, 2.0 Engine, Reversing
Camera, Smartphone Connectivity, 10
Year Powertrain Warranty, Apple
Carplay/Android Auto, Multiple colours
available for Immediate delivery.
Visit us at Ingham Te Awamutu,
133 Arawata Street and get out for a
test drive in the ASX.

Ingham Te Awamutu
133 Arawata Street, Te Awamutu
Ph: 07 871 5630, www.inghamdriven.nz
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‘I put a goal over the Duke’s head’
continued from A4

During the 1974 Commonwealth
Games in Christchurch, he captained
his side in an exhibition game
umpired by the Duke.
An article from the time, written
by renowned New Zealand sports
journalist
Sir
Terry
McLean
(reprinted below), stated the match
drew a crowd of at least 7000.
The article reported that Tony’s
team suffered the lost 7-3.
The opposition was captained by
JF McKelvie of Rangitı̄kei.
“But the Duke, in public interest,
outranked everyone in polo’s greatest day in the south,” wrote Sir Terry
at the time.
Tony Kay is an inductee in the Te
Awamutu Walk of Fame.

An old photo owned by Tony Kay
showing Queen Elizabeth arriving to
a polo match to watch Prince Philip,
the Duke of Edinburgh play.
Photo / Supplied

“There is a simple answer to the perennial problem polo devotees in New
Zealand face of obtaining and sustaining public interest in their fascinating
and exciting sport – get the service of
a Royal umpire.
When the Duke of Edinburgh yesterday officiated in the company of a
celebrated member of a celebrated
New Zealand polo family, Mr A. F.

Mackenzie, as an umpire of a match
between teams captained by T. Kay of
Kihikihi, and J. V. McKelvie, of Rangitikei, the attendance was at least 7000.
McKelvie’s team won by seven goals
to three.
There were plenty of enthusiasts from
the North Island too. Some had even
flown to an occasion graced by the fact
that this was the first time in 80 years

of polo in the country that a Royal
personage had shown a direct interest
in the sport.
The Duke donned smart leather chaps
to protect his cavalry twill trousers. He
also wore an open necked shirt and felt
hat.
He was involved with Mr Mackenzie
in a long discussion preceding the
award, to Kay’s team, of an unusual

goal in the third chukker. The ball
apparently passed through the
goalmouth, unsighted by either the
Duke or Mr Mackenzie, as the whistle
was blown.
The Duke, who commands the respect
of polo men because he reached a
handicap of four, which is about the
equivalent of a six or seven handicap
at golf, was impressed with the play of

J. Walker who played back in
McKelvie’s team.
No wonder Walker was the dominating
player. He scored five of his side’s goals
and in the last two chukkas reached
superlative standards.
But the Duke, in public interest,
outranked everyone in polo’s greatest
day in the South.”
T. P. McLean

HAVE YOU SEEN THESE AGGRESSIVE STRANGLERS?
Waikato Regional Council is controlling these climbing pest plants in your area. Please report any sightings.

Climbing spindleberry

Old man’s beard

Climbing spindleberry can grow up to 12m high and forms stems up to 20cm in
diameter. It is an aggressive invader that strangles its host, threatening native bush,
forestry and open areas.

Do not confuse with our native clematis

• Flowers 4-10mm in diameter have five petals, are greenish in colour and in
small clusters.
• Fruit 6-8mm in diameter change from green to yellow to yellow-orange by early
winter, then split open.
• Leaves 50-100mm long are oval, finely toothed and green, turning bright yellow
in autumn.
waikatoregion.govt.nz/climbing-spindleberry

One plant can grow up to 2.5m high and blanket an area up to 180 square metres.
It covers and strangles native trees and shrubs, eventually blocking out light and
killing them. Large areas can quickly become dominated by this pest.
• Flowers 2cm in diameter, greenish-white and in small clusters, December to
February.
• Fruit produces grey, fluffy balls of seed heads in autumn.
• Leaves, often serrated and covered in very fine white hairs, in groups of five.
waikatoregion.govt.nz/old-mans-beard

Waikato Regional Council is responsible for controlling old man’s beard and climbing spindleberry –
do not attempt to remove these pest plants yourself. Phone 0800 800 401.
April 2021 (6907)
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OPINION

Is this a heathier option?
Barbara Kuriger MP
Taranaki-King Country
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PROFESSIONAL HIGH-QUALITY
DENTURES & DENTURE REPAIRS
IN TE AWAMUTU & HAMILTON

WHY CHOOSE DENTURE MAX?
SUPERIOR DENTURE FIT AND APPEARANCE
GERMAN MADE TEETH
12-MONTH DENTURE GUARANTEE
COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION FOR HIGH QUALITY DENTURES
MULTIPLE PAYMENT OPTIONS

0800 000 284
Peter@denturemax.co.nz
Peter J Pickin NZ iDTA
DENTURE MAX HAMILTON 137 WALLACE ROAD DINSDALE
DENTURE MAX TE AWAMUTU 160 MAHOE STREET (OPPOSITE LIBRARY)

f you’re anything like me, you may be
reeling with the number of major
announcements being made by the
Government with no detail behind them.
The biggest of them was a total change to
our health system on April 21. While many may
applaud the decision to create one health entity
which will come in three parts — Health NZ
(to replace the DHBs), a Māori health authority
and public health authority — the proclamation
lacked how it’s going to work.
Labour says their decision has been made
due to treaty obligations.
Yet what the Government has announced
is very different to what was recommended by
the NZ Health and Disability Review.
The extent of it caught everyone in the
health sector on the hop — from local GPs
to the DHBs.
While the report promoted eight DHBs, the
move to totally dump them wasn’t expected.
Immediately there were questions — the
biggest being … what will it cost?
Among the many I have, what does it mean
for health services in our rural communities?
Access is already hard for rural
communities. Wait times for doctors can be
up to two weeks or more, if non-urgent, as local
GPs and medical centres are under huge
pressure.
Add to this, the huge shortage of rural GPs
nationwide with no long-term fix on the horizon.
Many of our rural folk with health issues
needing specialist services cannot get to urban
providers for several reasons — no car, no
driver’s licence, no public transport, work
commitments and the hours of time needed
to do so, the cost of fuel to get there and back.

Meanwhile, diagnosing
serious or terminal illnesses is
delayed, especially when
people are already arriving at their GPs with
‘acute’ symptoms in the first place.
Last Friday, I attended a national Rural
Health conference hosted at Wairakei.
The health professionals who work in rural
communities gathered to discuss methods of
delivery and support needed.
There are some really good models out
there that can be replicated across the country,
keeping the tools in rural community hands and
working in networks based on locality.
I continue to admire the services of Mobile
Health and the many organisations who work
hard to service rural areas.
Any new system design needs to have input
from the very people who do the work.
The Ministry of Health has been
restructured five times in 10 years, the last in
2018.
How many times do we need to change the
name, letterhead and car signage, restructure
staff or make them redundant?
As our health spokesperson, Dr Shane Reti,
said on Friday: “New Zealand’s rural
communities face unique health challenges,
but Labour has failed to put forward how its
health restructure will benefit our small rural
communities and their GPs.
“In any major merger or centralisation it’s
the small communities who lose their voice
and, it’s widely known that already, our rural
communities are losing out.”
And that is unacceptable.

Reduced office hours after change of
habits and increased social media use
Waipā District Council has changed its opening
hours in response to a reduction in face-to-face
visits to its offices.
As of Monday this week, Council offices
started opening at 9am – one hour later than
prior.
This change is off the back of a review looking
at how residents interact with Council’s customer support staff.
Communication and engagement manager
Charlotte Fitzpatrick said since last year’s Covid19 lockdown, people’s behaviour has changed.
“We have seen a reduction in face-to-face
visits to our offices, but an increase in calls,
emails, Antenno alerts and other social media
messages.

“This trend has continued post lockdown,”
says Charlotte.
“We’re not reducing the team’s hours or
dropping our standard of customer service. We
are just one of many organisations who are
changing the way they do business to provide
the best level of service to their customers. “
“This change will give our team an additional
hour each morning to respond to emails and
action requests, many of which come in overnight.”
Council offices in Cambridge and Te Awamutu are now open between 9am – 5pm,
Monday to Friday. Residents can still get in
touch with Council 24/7 by calling 0800 924
723.

CrimeLine
Te Awamutu Police attended the following matters last week:

We offer a total care concept with a wide range of accommodation
available from chalets through to rest home and hospital level care.
We pride ourselves on providing the highest level of elderly care.

Proud to be part of your community since 1995

PHONE (07) 888 4090

They attended 17 family-harm related
incidents.
They attended four mental health related
incidents.
A neighbourhood dispute over the placement of a security camera.
They assisted a farmer and animal control
to get 250 cattle that had got out of their
paddock on Maungatautari Road.
Two males were seen pushing a BBQ
down Cameron Ave, this was reported as
suspicious behaviour but police couldn’t locate
the males when they arrived.
Two females were seen looking into
vehicles on Bond Road, they claimed to police
that they were just checking their hair.
Reports of gun shots down Station Road
were received, enquiries revealed that it was a
car back-firing.
Reports of a vehicle swerving across the
road were received, police located the vehicle
and the driver was processed for drink driving the 72-year-old man blew 600.
A known local was reported to be doing
burnouts, police are following up.
A male smashed a window and assaulted

Te Awamutu Police ∼ 872 0100
Crimestoppers ∼ 0800 555111
Non emergency ∼ 105

his partner, furthermore he became aggressive with police which resulted him in being
tasered. He was arrested and is due to appear
in court on charges of wilful damage and
assault.
They executed a search warrant at a rural
address in relation to a recent aggravated
burglary, they ceased a utility vehicle suspected to be used in the offence.
They assisted ambulance staff with a male
who was unconscious, he was under the
influence of drug and alcohol and was taken
through to Waikato Hospital.
Burglary and theft: Meat was stolen from a
property on Moule Street. A silver Nissan
Primera was stolen from Cameron Avenue,
rego number AMW809. A Green Giant bicycle
was stole from outside a shop.
Vehicle incidents: A vehicle crashed at the
intersection of Cambridge Road and Te Rahu
Road, they took out a sign post.
Arrests: Two males were arrested for
breaching bail.
Drink driving: A male was processed for
driving with excess breath alcohol after
blowing 497.

Victim Support ∼ 0800 VICTIM
Urgent traffic (cell only) ∼ *555
Emergency ∼ 111
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Defence Force Patriots at Pukeatua Anzac Service.
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Pukeatua
remembers
the Anzacs
War Memorial Church full to overflowing

A

chilly, but fine day greeted
the Te Awamutu RSA
representatives, Defence
Force Patriots Motorcycle
Club, RSA Women’s Section, Te Awamutu Cadets and past and present
residents of Pukeatua for the annual
Anzac service.
With RSA padre Rev Murray Olsen
unavailable, the service was led by
licensed lay minister Kathie Claypole,
with Mike Williams as the guest
speaker and Margaret Main speaking
about 2nd Lieutenant Evan Scott
Innes-Jones.
The Last Post and Reveille were
played on the trombone by Hayley

info@wesct.org.nz

Wards and the Lament played by her
father, piper Craig Wards.
The Pukeatua War Memorial
Church was full to overflowing and
this was reflected in the powerful
singing, particularly the National Anthem in both te reo and English.
Silence was held after The Last
Post, the Ode and Reveille and the
Lament as the congregation came
forward and laid their poppy and
piece of rosemary on the cenotaph.
The service was followed by a light
luncheon in the local hall with
sandwiches and asparagus rolls
made and served by the RSA Women
and Anzac biscuits by local cooks.

Members of the Te Awamutu Cadet Force and lay minister Kathie Claypole and members of the congregation at
Pukeatua Anzac Service.

The Cenotaph at Pukeatua War Memorial Church.

Craig and Hayley Ward at the
Pukeatua Anzac Srevice. Hayley is
playing The Last Post.

www.wesct.org.nz

WESCT News - May 2021
This month your WESCT Trustees are
pleased to bring you the second instalment
of your 2020 TLC bill discount. As we go to
print, we’re also wishing The Lines Company
all the best at the Deloitte Energy Excellence
Awards in Wellington. TLC is a ﬁnalist in the
Outcomes Award (for products & services
that deliver positive outcomes for customers),
while Jared Murrell, TLC Manager of Network
Services, is in the running for the Young
Energy Professional of the Year.

TLC May Discount
Following your pre-Christmas TLC discount,
WESCT customers will receive the second
part of the 2020 discount in their May TLC
bills, reﬂective of the ﬁve months ending 31
March 2021. We hope this discount will help
you prepare for your winter energy bills. The
discount amount you receive depends on how
much electricity your household has used over
the ﬁve-month period, so your discount may
differ from your friends, family and neighbours.

Across the December and May discounts,,
we’re returning $3.8 million to 9,000 local
customers for the ﬁnancial year ended 31
March 2021. We’re extremely proud to be
able to return this money to our customers
here in the community – where it can be used
for everyone’s beneﬁt. With the community
recently having voted to keep TLC under
WESCT ownership, discounts and other
beneﬁts will continue to be passed on to you,
our customers. We look forward to continuing
our work as shareholder of TLC for the beneﬁt
of the entire community.
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Dairy challenged to keep
building momentum
airy farmers at
10 to 20 years should be a glass
DairyNZ’s Farmers’
half full.
Forum have been
“Our country’s world
challenged to take
leading agricultural sector has
their world-leading farm
made big advances over the
systems and continue toward
past few years, including
an increasingly sustainable
tidying up balance sheets, and
future.
improvements can and should
The forum in Waikato and
continue,” said cameron.
Southland opened on
“Disruption is here, and
Thursday, April 29, with
coming thick and fast, but the
keynote speaker Climate
dairy sector knows what it
Change Minister Hon. James
needs to do. We are going to
Shaw, who acknowledged the
get there.”
sector’s success and where
DairyNZ chairman Jim van
dairy is heading.
der Poel also said we can be
“We know that New
Climate Change Minister Hon. James
proud of our world-leading
Zealand’s dairy farmers have
Shaw speaking at DairyNZ’s Farmers’
history in technology
amongst the lowest carbon
Forum at Claudelands.
Photo / Supplied
innovation and farming
footprint per unit of
practices.
production in the world. That is something for us to
“We are living in a world that’s changing more
build on, to bend the curve on our total emissions
rapidly and we need to move with that. Globally,
output, because it is our total emissions that cause
consumer expectations are changing. More
climate change,” said James.
consumers are expecting their food to be produced
“There have been things happening in the sector
sustainably and we are seeing our global competitors’
over the past few years that are changing the way
respond — they’re all investing in becoming more
things are done. These are making significant impacts
efficient,” said Jim.
for the farmers adopting them, reducing their
“But we live in a world of opportunity. As farmers,
emissions whilst at the same time increasing their
we have an opportunity to play an important role in
profitability.
feeding the world’s growing population. I believe New
“Our task now is to roll these innovations and
Zealand is well-positioned to strengthen our
changes in farm practice out right across the country.
reputation as a premium dairy producer in the twenty
“The same thing is true in every sector of the
first century.”
economy. There is a lot of work to be done, but if
Farmers who couldn’t attend the event are
we get it right, what we’ll see is a cleaner and more
encouraged to register for two webinars this month
productive country.”
which will showcase the Forum’s economic insights
Leading New Zealand economist Cameron Bagrie
and scientific solution sessions.
also emphasised challenges facing the sector,
For more information and to register, go to
including climate change and the labour issues, but
tinyurl.com/ydtpdt2t
suggests the farming sector’s sentiment in the next
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f All-new CommandPlus cab provides the
ultimate operator experience

IS HERE!

f JCB EcoMAX engine provides fuel-efﬁcient
matching of transmission and hydraulics

TECHNOLOGY

f Smart Hydraulics package improves cycle
times and reduces fuel consumption
f Designed to be productive, without
compromising safety or comfort
f New Zealand’s #1 Telehandler

*Standard CFS lending terms, conditions and fees apply. Images are illustrative only. 0.99% pa requires minimum 30%
deposit followed by monthly repayments over 36 months. Offer valid until 31/03/2021 or while stocks last.
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Industry puts weight behind recycling scheme
ew Zealand’s on-farm
plastic recycling initiative,
Plasback, is gaining
momentum as the
agricultural industry moves to
reduce its environmental impact.
Since the beginning of the year
two Kiwi silage wrap importers —
Nutritech and Tulloch Farm
Machines — have joined the
Plasback scheme.
Also Fonterra has launched its
Co-operative Difference framework,
under which it pays farmers for
producing sustainable, high-quality
milk.
Joining the Plasback scheme is
one step dairy farmers can take to
meet the criteria for sustainable
production under Fonterra’s new
framework.
Plasback manager Chris
Hartshorne welcomes these
developments and says it indicates
the industry is really starting to take
product stewardship of farm plastics
seriously.
“We welcome the support of
Tullochs and Nutritech. It is good to
see suppliers take a responsible
approach toward the environment
and their customers. We encourage
all New Zealand silage wrap
suppliers to join the scheme.
“Last year the Ministry for the
Environment decided that all farm
plastics sold in this country will have
to be covered by an accredited
product stewardship scheme.
“This means everyone in the farm
plastics supply chain — from
manufacturers through to
consumers — will be responsible for
recycling leftover plastic products

N

John Tulloch
(left) and Chris
Hartshorne
shake hands to
mark Tulloch
Farm Machines
joining the
Plasback
scheme.
Photo / Supplied

and packaging.
“How this will be done for the full
range of plastics sold to farmers is
yet to be worked out, but Plasback
already provides an accredited
service to collect silage wrap and
some chemical drums direct from the
farm gate.”
Chris says Plasback is a
voluntary, user-pays system. As
demand for the service increases,
there is a need to expand its
infrastructure to manage increased
volumes.
“Our concern is that if all silage
wrap distributors do not support the
scheme, the government will
legislate mandatory fees, which will
cost the industry more and could be

less convenient for farmers.”
Nutritech national sales manager
Shaun Benefield says the company
has been in business for 106 years,
so it understands the need to be
sustainable.
“This approach is driven both by
our board of directors and our
customers. There is no escaping the
need for suppliers to take a proactive
approach to sustainability. Nor
should there be,” says Shaun.
“Plasback is an obvious partner
for us as we enter further into the
forage consumable market with our
Silostop orange oxygen barrier film
— a 45 micron oxygen barrier film
that contains one third the amount
of plastic than there is in a

conventional black and white cover.
Tulloch Farm Machines is the
New Zealand distributor of Krone
balers and other forage harvesting
equipment. It also supplies Krone
branded silage wrap through its
dealer network.
General manager John Tulloch
says his company recently launched
a new brand and company
commitment called Toward Greener
Pastures.
”We want our clients’ farming
businesses to thrive a result of our
machinery and the support we
provide, and we want to encourage
sustainable practices to ensure
farming’s future.
“At the end of the day we have

to help clean up the environment and
recycling is one way we can do that.
The government is urging importers
to get on board and the easiest way
for us to do that is by joining an
accredited scheme that is already up
and running.”
Co-operative Difference Under
Fonterra’s new Co-operative
Difference initiative, from June 1, up
to 10 cents of a farm’s milk payment
will be determined by its
sustainability measures and milk
quality.
Fonterra Farm Source group
director Richard Allen says Fonterra
farmers are among the world’s most
responsible and that is something to
be proud of.
“The Co-operative Difference
payment is another way we can
recognise farmers and grow the
value of New Zealand milk by
responding to the worldwide
demand for sustainably-produced
dairy,” says Richard.
“The new payment recognises
farmers who have already innovated
and invested. It also encourages
farmers to take the steps required
to meet the changing expectations of
customers and communities.
“We want to reward on-farm
efforts that demonstrate the Co-op’s
care for the environment, animals,
people and communities.”
“Responsible management of our
plastic waste and agrichemicals is
the right thing to do.
“Increasingly our customers and
communities are looking for
companies that can show they are
caring for the environment,” says
Richard.
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The assembly silently marching to the Pirongia War Memorial Hall.

Thursday, May 6, 2021

Photos / Nick Empson

Pirongia’s Anzac Day Dawn Service drew a crowd of around 300.

Pirongia
salutes
Anzacs
Caitlan Johnston

P

Mum’s Dream Zone
from $99
Who can beat that?

irongia’s Anzac Day Dawn Service
drew a crowd of nearly 300 people.
This was the fourth service the village
has held since the Pirongia Volunteer
Fire Brigade reinstated it five years ago.
Due to Covid-19, like around the rest of the
country, a service was unable to go ahead last
year.
This year the service was organised by Te
Awamutu RSA executive John Wood and Des
Barr from the Pirongia Volunteer Fire Brigade,
with Alan Livingstone as the master of ceremonies.
“It’s amazing how everybody in the community falls into place without too much hassle and
they just go for it,” says John.
The morning started with an assembly near
the Five Stags Hotel, which served as the starting
point for the silent march. The parade halted
at the Pirongia War Memorial Hall where the
service took place.
The opening prayer was said by Steve
McClunie. John’s granddaughter, Ellena Wood,
then performed the New Zealand National
Anthem.
An address followed from Daniel van der
Hurst, an ex-army serviceman.
“It was very moving because he gave a
different concept of how the army works today
compared to when the world wars were on,”
says John.
Wreaths were then laid accompanied by the
roll of drums. These were laid by Te Awamutu
and District Memorial RSA, Pirongia Volunteer
Rural Fire Force, Pirongia Community Association, St Saviour’s Craft Committee, Pirongia
Scouts and Keas, Pirongia School, Pirongia
Lions, Waikeria Corrections Staff, Pirongia Heritage Centre, Te Pahū School, Ngutunui Enviro
School and other members of the public.
An Anzac dedication was then read out by
two Pirongia School students.
“Those two kids were brilliant, they were
confident, they spoke like they’ve been doing
it all their lives. It was appreciated,” says John.
The Last Post was played by Yvette Lawson
on the bugle as the flag was lowered and then
the Ode was read by 99-year-old veteran Colin
Murray. The flag was then raised as Reveille
played.
That ended the service and everyone was
then welcome to enjoy refreshments inside the
hall.

Beds in-store from $99
Mother’s Day offer is valid all May or while stock lasts
The flag at half-mast while bugler Yvette
Lawson played The Last Post.
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WHAT’S HOT
WHAT’S NOT
HOT
■ Thanks to Dave from Tiki Road
who helped me out when I broke
down. Top Bloke. Thanks very
much.
■ A big thank you to the girls of
Brand it Kiwi for printing Lest We
Forget at no charge to put on my
poppy Anzac cross because
they wanted to pay their respects to the service men and
women.

NOT
■ To the family whose dog ran
across Rewi Street to nip and
bark at me, one Friday evening,
I am a veterinarian. That was
seriously bad doggie behaviour. I would urge getting some
professional help otherwise
your dog will bite someone and
need to be put down.
■ People not adhering to entry
and exit signs in the Paper Plus
carpark and not looking when
reversing out of parking spaces.
■ People littering on Brotherhood Road.

Thursday, May 6, 2021

Local women reunited with
family after bubble opens
A

Te Awamutu woman was on one of
the first flights to Australia when the
transtasman travel bubble opened on
April 19.
Lisa May Oxenham wasted no time getting
travel sorted – she had a grandson to meet and
a son who she had not seen for three years
to see.
“When discussions about a travel bubble
started, I was excited that I might finally be able
to see my children and grandchildren who live
in Australia,” says Lisa.
She admits that she was nervous and anxious
to travel because of Covid-19.
But that those feelings were eased by Air New
Zealand’s management – having distance kept
between other passengers and being kept separate from those travelling to other destinations.
“It was all managed really well,” says Lisa.
Lisa’s flight departed Auckland International
Airport at 9am and it headed to Brisbane.
On her flight, all passengers were given a gift
bag that in talk-show style was left under each
seat.
And there was also complimentary wine
going around.
“The staff were all lovely and just as excited
as the passengers,” says Lisa.
The celebrations didn’t stop there though.
When she arrived in Brisbane, the staff at the
airport welcomed them all and handed out gifts.
She then boarded another flight to get to her
final destination – Rockhampton, where she was
reunited with her sons and grandchildren
finally.
New Zealand closed its borders to in March
to anyone who wasn’t a citizen or permanent
resident.
“The hardest part about the Covid-19 situation for me was being separated from my
children and there being nothing I could do
about it,” says Lisa. “It was a hard year.”
Lisa says they also had a family member pass
away during the time the borders were closed
and that it was difficult to not be able to offer

Lisa May Oxenham with her grandchildren Kalani (middle) and Aaliya Heke at Cooberrie Park
Wildlife Sanctuary in Rockhampton.
Photo / Supplied

support and have a proper send-off and tangi.
She is spending three weeks in Rockhampton
with her family.
“I’ll be hugging them all as much as I can,”
says Lisa.

During her time there, Lisa plans to visit a
lot of tourist attractions, the rodeo and horse
saddleries.
So far she has already visited a few local
beaches and Cooberrie Park Wildlife Sanctuary.
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Mum’s Hash Stack for T

Celebrate

Mother’s Day
9th May

Mother’s
Day.
Order todaa
027 440 0287

bundlesandbunches.co.nz

Homemade Ideas

2 eggs
4 hasbrowns
4 slices bacon
2 Tbsp Basil Pesto
Handful sundried tomatoes in oil
Avocado or (asparagus or spinach)
Aioli
Salt & pepper
Chilli ﬂakes
Preheat oven to 200 fan bake.

- Coloured pasta jewellery
- Homemade card
- Hand painting
- Pipe cleaner crown
- Baking
- Daisy chain
- Wash mums car
- Weed the garden
- Cook breakfast
- Paint mums nails
- Do mums hair
- Cook breakfast

xxo

Line a tray with baking paper, place
hasbrowns on tray and bake, after 10
minutes ﬂip hasbrowns and add the
bacon, cooking for a further 15 minutes.
Bring a pan of water to a simmer for your
poached eggs. Thinly slice avocado and
sundried tomatoes.
Once water is simmering, add eggs and
cook for roughly four minutes for a soft
poach.
Now to plate! Stack a hasbrown with
bacon and a touch of pesto, repeat once,
add half the avocado, now top with your
poached egg. Sprinkle some sundried
tomatoes and chilli ﬂakes over top.
Drizzle with aioli and a tad more pesto
around the plate.
Serve with salt and pepper.

joanstretton8@gmail.com

Mother’s
Day
9th May

Mothers Day
Sunday 9th May
Receive complimentary pillow
cases with selected bedding

‘

‘ ‘
‘

May 3rd - May 15th 2021
While stocks last and T’s & C’s apply

Shop instore
and go into the draw
tto WIN a Mother’s Day
gift basket valued
over $150!

‘

TE AWAMUTU
Locally owned. Friendly people. Great advice.

55 Arawata Street, Te Awamutu

07 871 5257
teawamutu@paperplus.co.nz

2 Alexandra Street, Te Awamutu
P 07 870 1991 E shop@nicheta.co.nz
W nicheteawamutu.co.nz
Mon to Fri 9:30am - 5:30pm
Sat: 10am - 2pm

nicheteawamuttu
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Council gift supports young drivers
access to a vehicle.
Rod Bell, Blue Light chief executive
said not having a licence can limit
training and job opportunities for
rangatahi.
“We’re incredibly grateful to council for gifting this vehicle,” he said.
“The one we have isn’t meeting
demand. We can now increase capacity and provide flexibility by offering lessons outside of school hours,”
he added.
Since 2020, the Blue Light Youth
Driver Navigator Programme have
committed to work with 80 students
in the Waipā District to obtain their
full licence.

No licence limits
jobs, opportunities

W

aipā District Council last
week agreed to gift a
council vehicle to charity Blue Light to support
local rangatahi preparing to sit their
driver’s licence.
Waipā Mayor Jim Mylchreest said
gifting the car was a fantastic idea.
“It’s so important for young people
in particular to get a driver’s licence.
“So often you hear stories of young
people who don’t have access to a
suitable vehicle or someone who is
able to teach them how to drive.”
The 2009 vehicle is no longer
required by council.
If sold, it is estimated to be worth
up to $4000.
Blue Light is a registered charity
that works in partnership with police
to deliver an extensive range of youth
programmes.
The Blue Light Youth Navigator
Programme works to support
rangatahi to progress through the
licensing system until they obtain a
full driver’s licence. It includes practical driving lessons and provides

Waipā District Council last week
gifted a car to the Blue Light Youth
Driver Navigator Programme to
assist young drivers in getting their
full licence. Te Awamutu Constable
Sasha-Lee Graves (left), programme
participant Paige Connon, Blue Light
Youth worker and mentor Mereana
Graham, Waipā Mayor Jim
Mylchreest, council community
advisor Corren Ngerengere, Te
Awamutu Constable Travis Mellor
and council community advisor
Gina Scott.
Photo / Supplied

Council ramping up recycling efforts
Waipā District Council has ramped up
its efforts to tackle a major recycling
issue by hiring two fulltime staff to
inspect the district’s recycling bins.
The two fixed-term positions will
significantly increase chances of
finding and preventing serious contamination such as rubbish, used
medical waste and food, from being
collected in the recycling.
Contamination, which has been
increasing since lockdown in 2020,
costs council and ratepayers over
$40,000 per month to deal with.
Council roading operations team
leader Jennifer Braithwaite said the
cost of contamination far exceeded
the cost of hiring two staff members
and the positions were necessary.
“We, and many other councils
across the country, are struggling to
grapple with the extremely high
levels of contamination.
“For months we have been asking
residents to be mindful of what they
are putting in their recycling bins and
have been suspending services to
properties who have serious contamination in their recycling on more
than three occasions.
“Due to the continued high levels
of contamination, we are following in
the steps of other councils by
employing fulltime inspectors.”
Currently, council’s recycling contractor Metallic Sweeping carries out
audits when they can. The two new
positions will ensure bins are being
checked more frequently.
Braithwaite said since starting, the

Mixed and glass
recycling in Waipā.
Photo / Supplied

staff have already prevented more
than 199 contaminated recycling bins
from being collected.
“The auditors are mainly focused
on trying to find serious contamination. Where this type is found, we
will be closely monitoring the properties and suspend their services if
necessary.
“In less serious cases where nonrecyclable items, such as plastics 3,
4, 6 and 7, which could be mistaken
for recyclable items are found,
auditors will take more of an educative approach.”
The
auditors
have
begun
inspections on recycling routes
where contamination rates are highest before progressing to other routes
across Waipā.
What is serious contamination?
Fabric — All clothing and textiles, eg.
backpacks, handbags, rugs and bedding.
Food scraps — Any type of food
waste including meat, offal, fish and

bones.
Green
garden
waste — Organic
waste, eg. grass and
hedge clippings.
Rubbish
—
Bagged or loose
household domestic waste.
Electronic/scrap
metal — Electronics (anything with a
plug or a battery), eg. cellphones,
laptops, vacuum cleaners.
Scrap metal items including raw
metals and pots and pans.
Sanitary wastes — Any items that
are used for personal sanitation that
are clearly not recyclable, eg. menstrual products, nappies.
Medical & vet wastes — Any items
used for the medical care of humans
or animal, eg. sharps, fluid bags,
tubing, bandages, etc.
Animal waste — Any animal poo
or waste.
Hazardous waste — Pesticides, oil,
paint, etc.
Large plastics — Hard or soft, eg.
deck chairs and pool lilos.
Timber/rubble/concrete/building
waste.

i

More information on the
recycling rules in Waipā can
be found at www.waipadc.
govt.nz/recycling.

Sarah a finalist in
prestigious awards
Waipā District Council is proud to
announce finance manager Sarah
Davies is a finalist in the 2021 New
Zealand CFO Awards.
Sarah (pictured) is a finalist in the
Emerging Financial Manager category, which recognises the
finance talent of professionals under the age of
40 who have demonstrated outstanding
finance leadership.
Sarah said getting
into the finals is a
credit to her team
and their drive to
produce positive outcomes for the council
and the community.
The awards are run
annually to celebrate the gold
standard in leadership, innovation
and performance in finance and business across New Zealand.
“Both Conferenz and the judges
were very impressed with the exceptional quality of this year’s entrants.
All the finalists embody the leadership, innovation and hard work
which are indicative of past winners,”
said Conferenz events general manager Paula Cleghorn.
Sarah is also a finalist in the Emerging Leader category of the LGFA
Taituarā Local Government Excellence Awards, which will be held next

week, and has received one of the
2021 Raymond Wilson and Perpetual
Guardian Governance Scholarships.
Sarah was put forward for the
awards in recognition of the work she
has delivered over the last 12 months,
including a large number of
projects and improvement initiatives.
“A global pandemic
has been challenging
for most leaders, but
Sarah’s leadership
throughout
has
been exceptional;
she has led with integrity,
purpose,
adaptability, resilience
and compassion,” said
Waipā District Council
chief executive Garry Dyet.
The nominations also recognised
Sarah’s contribution to the community, holding five current board positions with various organisations
across the Waikato, in addition to her
role as secretary/treasurer for Waipā
Networks Trust.
“Being able to contribute to the
community is incredibly important to
me and something I take great pride
in,” said Sarah.
Sarah will be interviewed by the
CFO Awards judging panel in Auckland next month, with the awards
being held in June.

This newspaper is subject to NZ Media Council procedures.
A complaint must ﬁrst be directed in writing, within one month of
publication, to dean.taylor@nzme.co.nz.
If not satisﬁed with the response, the complaint may be referred to the
Media Council PO Box 10-879, The Terrace, Wellington 6143. Or use the
online complaint form at www.mediacouncil.org.nz. Please include copies
of the article and all correspondence with the publication.
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Name reflects trust’s contribution
Pool facility to be
named Perry
Aquatic Centre

I

n acknowledgement of the Brian
Perry
Charitable
Trust’s
$300,000 donation towards
construction of the new Cambridge pool facility, the complex will
be named Perry Aquatic Centre for
the next 10 years.
The centre has also been gifted the
moniker Puna Kaukau O Te Oko
Horoi by Ngāti Koroki Kahukura
which will accompany Perry Aquatic
Centre.
Waipā mayor Jim Mylchreest
wanted to thank the Brian Perry
Charitable Trust for their enormous
ongoing support for the pool project
and many other projects in the district including the Te Awa Cycleway,
the Sir Don Rowlands Centre and the
Perry Community Water Sports
centre and the Home of Cycling
velodrome.
“We’re thrilled to now have a name
for the pool, and I know the community is tremendously excited for the
official opening in the next couple of
weeks,” he said.
Brian Perry Charitable Trust general manager Jennifer Palmer said the
trust was pleased to continue its
partnership with Waipā District Council and contribute to an exciting development for Cambridge like the
pool project.
The facility has received its code
of compliance and the wait is almost
over for access to the highly anticipated Cambridge Pool with a little
over two weeks to go until its doors
open to the public.
Residents will be able to take a first

Cambridge Pool to be
named Perry Aquatic
Centre.
Photo / Supplied

dip at the Perry Aquatic Centre in
Cambridge for the first time on Saturday, May 15.
Jim said the day would be a momentous occasion for both Council
and the community.
“We are incredibly excited to open
this amazing space and share it with
our residents. This is a top of the line
facility and we know people will
absolutely love it.”
Jim said a public opening event
would be held on the day so the
occasion could be celebrated by the
whole community.
“This project has required a great
deal of patience and understanding
from our residents so to honour that,
we along with GoWaipa, will be holding an event for all to attend.
“We are still working on the finer
details of this event but it will be a

great day. We look forward to celebrating with our community.”
Details of the event will be released
in the coming weeks.
The facility boasts a new 10-lane
25m indoor pool, a toddler pool, hydrotherapy pool, spa, sauna, children’s splash pad and an upgrade of
the existing 50-metre outdoor pool.
Entrance is $8 for adults, $5 for
children and $5 for senior citizens.
and is on track to open in mid-May.

i

Information about the Perry
Aquatic Centre opening can
be found at www.gowaipa.co.
nz. Cambridge Pool to open to
residents

Perry Aquatic Centre in Cambridge
will open on Saturday, May 15.
Photo / Supplied

SALE BY DEADLINE

292 Turere Lane

3

2

3

Te Awamutu
Location, Location
This beautifully positioned property in popular
Turere Lane will both surprise & delight you.
Having been in the one family nearly all its life,
this home is now ready to be loved by its new
owners. Offering three bedrooms, two
bathrooms & a study to cater for the whole
family, it also features separate living areas, a
great little sunken reading area & an internal
courtyard that is completely sheltered for
those family barbeques or evening wines!

SALE BY DEADLINE

7/35 Northleigh Place

3

1

1

Te Awamutu
Magic Moments
Sale By Deadline
Closes: 4:00pm Tuesday 18th
This centrally positioned three-bedroom
May 2021 (unless sold prior)
___________________________________ retirement townhouse will promise you
treasured visits from the grandchildren, a safe
View
community of people who will check on your
Friday 11:00am & Saturday
welfare, and a small garden to potter around
2:00pm
___________________________________ in. Being very handy to the velodrome for
those occasional walks, or to stroll to town, the
Agent
elevated site opens out to views of Mt
Gary Derbyshire 021 149 4371
Pirongia, catches the sun beautifully and is
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
sheltered from the westerly winds.
(07) 871 5044

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

Sale By Deadline
Closes: 4:00pm Tuesday 18th
May 2021 (unless sold prior)
___________________________________
View
Friday 2:00pm & Saturday
3:00pm
___________________________________
Agent
Gary Derbyshire 021 149 4371

LJ Hooker Te Awamatu trading as Te Awamutu Realty (REAA 2008). All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must solely rely on their own enquiries.
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Busting the myths
about dementia
Tom Slater
Dementia advisor Dementia Waikato

ver heard how dementia / mate wareware
is just about getting old and forgetting
things? That you best not use those
aluminum pots or that once you have
dementia you might as well give up?
This week’s article will look at busting some
of the many myths about dementia.
One of the most frequent questions we get
asked is “What is the difference between
Dementia and Alzheimers”, so let us start from
here:
Myth: Dementia is worse than Alzheimer’s Disease / Alzheimer’s is worse than dementia.
Truth: Dementia is an umbrella term. Alzheimer’s
is just one of over 100 different types of dementia.
The most common types of dementia include:
Alzheimer’s, Vascular Dementia, Lewy Body
Dementia and mixed dementia. Mixed dementia
is where you get two types of dementia simultaneously.
Myth: Only older people develop dementia.
Truth: Whilst 95 per cent of people diagnosed
with dementia are over 65 this still means that
5 per cent of people are under 65. It may be
diagnosed as “early” or “younger onset” dementia.
Myth: Dementia is a natural part of aging.
Truth: Dementia is not a normal part of getting
older. In fact, 90 per cent of over 65s do not
develop dementia, and a lot of people mature
into their 80s and 90s without much memory
decline.

E

Myth: Dementia is just a forgetting disease.
Truth: Whilst memory loss is one of the main
symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease there are many
other forms of dementia where it is not the first
symptom.
Some people may experience difficulty with
their safety awareness or understanding that
today’s actions have future consequences.
Other’s may experience personality changes or
some paranoia.
Some people have trouble completing familiar
tasks such as following a complex recipe, whilst
there are some types of dementia that affect
vision or a person’s ability to communicate.
Myth: Dementia is caused by aluminum.
Truth: There is no scientific evidence that aluminum causes dementia.
Myth: Once you develop dementia there is
nothing that you can do.
Truth: Although there is no cure, there are steps
that a person can take to try and maximise their
potential.
These include medical treatment; community
supports and practical life changes.
Crucially, a diagnosis of dementia, does not
mean that people cannot still live well with the
condition.
Myth: Someone with memory loss must have
dementia.
Truth: Depression, stroke, infections, severe
vitamin deficiencies, thyroid issues and even
side-effects of medications can cause memory
difficulties, which could be mistaken for dementia.
If there are concerns, always consult a GP in
the first instance.

A WITHDRAWAL PROCESS is underway
to determine if there is sufﬁcient support for the
Maniapoto Māori Trust Board (MMTB) to remain the
mandate holders (endorsed by our people in 2016),
to negotiate with the Crown a Deed of Settlement
to settle historical claims of Ngāti Maniapoto.
This includes all within Te Rohe Pōtae.

VOTING DISAGREE will mean
you support the MMTB to continue to
negotiate with the Crown settling the
historical claims of Ngāti Maniapoto.

Country Club guest artist
Te Awamutu Country Variety Club are thrilled
to welcome this month’s guest artist,
Aucklander Claude Poulson (pictured).
Claude works as a truck driver and is a
volunteer firefighter. Most of his working life
was as a social worker/counsellor and he also
spent a number of years as a dairy farmer.
Country singing came later in life and he’s
now been performing for 12 years.
Claude says he has had the privilege of
singing in a variety of environments including
busking, rest homes, clubs and festivals and he
is looking forward to performing at The Bible
Chapel for Te Awamutu Country Variety Club
members and visitors.
Claude has a great range of songs ready to
share, from traditional country to a little modern
country, but he likes the older style and loves
to yodel.
Te Awamutu Country Variety Club is this
Saturday from 12.30pm — everyone is welcome.

For morre information on the withdraw
wal processs please v isit
www.ma
ania
apoto.iwi.nz/w
withdrawall
Altternatively, email us at tiriti@m
m aniapoto
o.co.nz

LIFESTYLE
Office 07 929 4838

Property Brokers Limited Licensed REAA 2008

Otorohanga Lifestyle

Lance’s LOT

OPEN HOME

WEB ID HML86384
OTOROHANGA
137 Ellis Road
VIEW 5 May 4.30 - 5.30pm & 9 May 12.00 - 1.00pm
AUCTION 1.00pm, Wed 19th May, 2021, Property
• Modern 3 bedroom home on 7,400sqm section
Brokers - 138 Arawata Street, Te Awamutu
• Lovely elevated site with great views
• Attractive surrounds
• More land potentially available
• Popular lifestyle location just north of town
• Motivated vendors with realistic expectations

AUCTION

Te Awamutu
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Peter Lissington
Mobile 027 430 8770
Office 07 280 5534
peterl@pb.co.nz

Your community newspaper for over 100 years

To advertise with us phone 07 871 5151

pb.co.nz

ISUZU

ISUZU MU-X
RUNOUT
BULK BUY
7 Seat SUV, 3.0 turbo diesel,
6 speed auto, 8” touch
screen, reverse camera,
satellite navigation, alloys &
sidesteps, 3 tonne towing with
anti-trailer sway

SAVE 0
00
$12,

$54,995 + ORC

HYUNDAI

NEW KONA SERIES II

HAS ARRIVED
BOOK TEST
DRIVE TODAY

More technology, more
performance, more safety,
more economy.

From

$34,995 + ORC
Cnr. Churchill & Mahoe Streets, P O Box 102, Te Awamutu 3840
P. (07) 871 5143 www.rosetownmotorgroup.nz

Proud sponsor of
Life Education Trust
Licensed Motor Vehicle Dealer
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Chiefs have ‘heaps of belief’ for final
SUPER RUGBY

Liam Napier

T

he Chiefs’ five-match unbeaten run is over. Not that
it matters in the context of
the Super Rugby Aotearoa
season, or was unexpected after they
made 21 changes ahead of this week’s
final.
In fact, Saturday’s loss to the Blues
only enhanced Chiefs coach Clayton
McMillan’s confidence of potentially
upsetting the Crusaders in the Christchurch final.
And who could blame him. Since
assuming the reins in Warren
Gatland’s absence, McMillan has
inspired a dramatic transformation.
For this match, with his side
already locked into the final,
McMillan had the luxury of resting
the influential Damian McKenzie,
Anton Lienert-Brown, Brad Weber,
Tupou Vaa’i; handing out six debuts
and recalling veteran Liam Messam.
And the Chiefs still managed to push
the Blues at Eden Park.
“We’ve got heaps of belief,”
McMillan said.
“You saw that out there today with
a pretty inexperienced side playing
against a side they probably had no
business playing against, really, but
they were right in it and it will be no
different [this] week.
“We don’t put the Crusaders on a
pedestal. We’re respectful of the fact

Pita Gus Sowakula had an absolute blinder for the Chiefs.

they’ve set the benchmark and
they’re an intimidating side down
there but we go down confident. It’s
man for man, team for team, on the
day. I’ve seen plenty of upsets in the
past, and you might see one . . . If we
play to our ability, we can beat them.”
Despite
those
heavy-hitting
absentees the Chiefs second-stringers
more than held their own against the
Blues. After trailing 14-9 at halftime,
the Chiefs drew level at 19-19 following a 62nd minute Shaun Stevenson
try and sideline conversion from
Bryn Gatland.
Scramble defence from the Chiefs

Photo / Photosport

in the final quarter epitomised the
attitude they have embraced in turning around their season over the past
five weeks to surge into the final.
But they were never expected to
win this match. The only surprise is
it took the Blues so long to put the
game beyond doubt.
Otere Black eventually edged the
Blues in front with a penalty; Hoskins
Sotutu crashed over with six minutes
remaining to seal victory, and AJ Lam
finished the job with two late tries —
his first for the Blues — to blow out
the scoreline. Six-tries-to-one is not a
fair reflection, though.

After an underwhelming season,
the Blues finish their Aotearoa campaign with a 50 per cent record — four
wins from eight attempts. This deadrubber match will not live long in
anyone’s memory, and hardly
inspires confidence the Blues are
about to turn a corner anytime soon.
Playing some weaker Australian
opponents — look no further than the
Waratahs — when the transtasman
competition gets underway in two
weeks might help results, but the
Blues have been largely disjointed
and disappointing for six weeks and
they need a serious review to identify
improvements in order to regain their
rhythm.
Injuries to captain Patrick
Tuipulotu and others haven’t helped
but, given their offseason recruitment
drive lured All Blacks front-rower
Nepo Laulala, Samoan prop James
Lay and young Canterbury lock Sam
Darry, much more was expected.
Asked if his side had gone
backwards this season, Blues coach
Leon MacDonald said: “It possibly is.
You take Beauden [Barrett] out of
your team, that leadership and your
ability to drive the players around the
park. We missed him at times, that
older head, and losing our captain
and James Parsons as well. We had
challenges to fill that leadership space
and at times we could see that on the
grass we lost our way a bit.
“We were one win away from the

final and that’s a long way, isn’t it?
There were two games we let slip. It’s
a really tough competition. We’re
really disappointed not the be in the
final that was one of our targets at
the start of the season.
“We’ve got an opportunity for a
new competition and that’s exciting
for us. We start again. There’s not
many times you get a second crack
at it and this time we’ve got to make
sure we make the most of it.”
The highlight for the Blues against
the Chiefs came midway through the
second half when Zarn Sullivan, on
debut at fullback, ghosted onto a wide
ball from Black to score his side’s third
try and confirm his obvious potential,
with his big left boot also proving
valuable on exit plays.
In a first half that failed to get going
amid constant stoppages for television match official reviews the
Chiefs had two tries to Zarn’s older
brother, Bailyn, and prop Ollie Norris
scrubbed out, but they certainly
didn’t resemble a B team that had
been thrown together. No 8 Pita Gus
Sowakula was also prominent with
ball in hand.
It is the Chiefs who now get another shot at the Super Rugby title.
Blues 39 (AJ Lam 2, Kurt Eklund,
Adrian Choat, Zarn Sullivan, Hoskins
Sotutu tries; Otere Black 3 cons, pen)
Chiefs 19 (Shaun Stevenson try;
Bryn Gatland con, 4 pens)
HT: 14-9

Super Rugby Trans-Tasman 2021 draw finalised
New Zealand Rugby (NZR) and Rugby
Australia (RA) have confirmed the
final schedule for Sky Super Rugby
Trans-Tasman with additional home
matches for the Blues, Hurricanes and
Highlanders and trips to Wollongong
and Townsville respectively for the
Crusaders and Chiefs.
The matches announced are for
Round 3 of the Sky Super Rugby
Trans-Tasman tournament which
will kick off on Friday, May 14, and
replace the proposed ‘Super Round’
which would have seen a full round
of matches played at a single venue.
Round 3 of Sky Super Rugby TransTasman will have a strong regional
flavour when it kicks off at McLean
Park in Napier with the Hurricanes
hosting the Western Force at 7.05pm
on Friday, May 28.
A blockbuster Saturday will see
the Crusaders head to WIN Stadium
in Wollongong to play the NSW
Waratahs at 5.05pm, the Blues host
the Brumbies at Eden Park in Auckland at 7.15pm, then the Chiefs play
the Queensland Reds in the inaugural
Super Rugby match at Queensland
Country Bank Stadium in Townsville
at 9.45pm.
The Highlanders and Melbourne
Rebels will round out round 3 with
a family friendly 2.35pm Sunday
afternoon kick-off on May 30 in
Queenstown (finalised on Tuesday).
The remainder of the Sky Super
Rugby Trans-Tasman schedule remains
unchanged
from
that
announced last December.
All 25 regular season matches will
be live and exclusive on Sky as well
as the final between the two topplaced teams on the combined competition ladder, which is scheduled
for Saturday, June 19.
“We are grateful to be in a position
to lock in the final matches for Sky

Super Rugby Trans-Tasman and with
the travel bubble open we’re all looking forward to welcoming our Australian counterparts to New Zealand
next month,” said NZR general mana-

ger professional rugby and highperformance Chris Lendrum.
“It’s disappointing we were unable
to get the ‘Super Round’ off the
ground in 2021, but I’m sure it’s a

concept we will revisit in the future.
“Fans
and
players
are
understandably focused on the exciting final rounds of Sky Super Rugby
Aotearoa and Super Rugby AU, but

I’m sure when the dust settles there
will be an air of anticipation as to how
the respective teams measure up
against their transtasman rivals.”

Teams starting to cement their places in week six of games
DARTS
Week six of the Te Awamutu Darts
Association produced a series of onesided games as teams started to
cement their place in the darting
hierarchy.
Hunters easily took the match
against Allsorts 14/1 with Marc Webb

and Damon Warbrick scoring 180s.
Reports received indicated that
Allsorts maintained their composure
and fought to the last game. Raeleen
Bain prevented the whitewash.
Tungstens took the wind out of
Thorns’ sails with a 12/3 victory in
their relentless unbeaten stroll
through this competition. Paul Bell
scored his second 180 for Tungstens

to lead the pack with three others.
Dragons also had a 12/3 victory in
their match against Tigers. For Tigers,
Gerry Helsloot had a 120 start with
Kat Hunwick scoring a 140. Mark
Cleaver scored his first 180 of the year
with his brother Paul maintaining his
excellent form with another trio of
140s. Rockets had a 11/4 victory over
cellar dwellers Raiders. This match

was played in an arena of noise and
jubilation that would do an All Blacks
match proud.
Con Emery recorded a worthy 117
finish with Jamie TeNana having a
130 start and Ken McDowall having
several 100 starts for Rockets.
The only close match of the night
was between Warriors and Rebels
with Warriors squeaking through 8/7.

This match was decided in the last
game of the night when Pete Morris
pipped Terry Greenfield. Steve
Wilkinson scored a maximum for
Rebels.
Standings
after
week
six:
Tungstens 6; Hunters 5; Rockets 5;
Dragons 5; Warriors 3; Thorns 3;
Rebels 2; Tigers 1; Allsorts 0; Raiders
0.
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Chiefs and Blues break new ground
Chyna Hohepa has
to pinch herself to
accept the reality
Jesse Wood

S

aturday evening saw the
Chiefs women take on the
Blues women at Eden Park for
the first time in a historic oneoff clash.
It was a match that brought
together 16 Black Ferns and drew a
good crowd prior to the men’s fixture
in the final round of Super Rugby
Aotearoa.
The Chiefs defeated their northern
neighbours, 39-12, in an exciting
match which many hope will set the
scene for a full women’s Super Rugby
tournament.
The win saw the Chiefs claim the
Waipuea Women’s Rugby Taonga.
Chiefs captain Les Elder scored
one of her side’s five tries and beamed
with pride after the team’s families
presented their jerseys in the morning.
“Just to be here playing a Super
game on Eden Park is pretty special,”
said Les.
“It’s something some of us girls
who have been around a long time
have been wanting and pushing for,
so to see that happen was pretty cool.
“We made a goal we didn’t just

Kihikihi’s Chyna Hohepa playing for
the Chiefs.
Photos / Richard Spranger Photography

want to be in history, we wanted to
create it, so I’m proud of the effort
the girls put out there. It just shows
what we could create if we were
resourced.”
Chiefs lock Chyna Hohepa, who
has represented Kihikihi, Waikato
and New Zealand Sevens, felt honoured and privileged to be a part of
the match.
“Dreams became reality, I still need
to pinch myself to see if it really
happened,” she said.
“I still wake up with goose bumps
knowing that I was lucky enough to
be a part of history. The feeling within

The first Chiefs Women’s team.

the team is very special — we all
worked hard leading into this moment and I think for our girls, not only
the 23 who got to put on the playing
strip, but our whole squad.”
Originally named to start, Chyna
came off the bench in the second half
donning the number 5 jersey.
“It was exciting and we only found
out the night before training if we
were playing so the girls were on fire
and finished off with a bang,” said
Chyna.
“I definitely think it was the next

step up from FPC (Farah Palmer Cup),
it was very physical and fast.”
She saw the match as a great step
forward for women’s rugby.
“I would like to see a women’s
Super Rugby competition. If these
ladies could put on a display like that
with a few trainings together and only
had played some club footy, imagine
if they were full-time.”
The women will now head back
to grassroots rugby to represent their
respective clubs with five weeks left
in the competition.

This Saturday, Kihikihi women
take on Hamilton Marist at Kihikihi.
“I’ll be coaching my daughter’s
Under-7 Kihikihi ripper team. FPC has
started training as well so it will be
a tight schedule for the next few
months.”
Chiefs 39 (Langi Veainu, Kendra
Reynolds, Luka Connor, Les Elder,
Ngatokotoru Arakua tries; Hazel
Tubic 4 cons, 2 pens)
Blues 12 (Patricia Maliepo, Sylvia
Brunt tries; Maliepo con)
HT: 18-12

Ohaupō put hiding behind them with gutsy victory
On a beautiful autumn Saturday afternoon, as the young Ōhaupō team
members made their way to
Wealleans Park at Hinuera, the first
thing they noticed on arrival was that
former Waikato Sevens player Benji
Olesen was in a knee brace and that
maybe this could be their day.
After heading to Hinuera last
season and being on the wrong end
of a 50-point demolition, Ōhaupō
were motivated to not let this happen
again.
As referee Ben Woolerton blew his
whistle to start the game, you could
tell in the early minutes that this was
going to be an arm-wrestle.
The first 20 minutes were dominated by strong defensive efforts by
both sides. For Ōhaupō, co-captain
Hayden Thomas and No 8 Sam Foster
were prominent around the fringes.
In the backs, second five-eighth
Chris Ferguson ran strongly and
started to get great front-foot ball for
his team.
But the player who caught the eye
was the impressive fullback Dean
Fullerton — his strong running from
the back, accurate kicking and nice
touches on attack, backed up by a
fantastic penalty showed what a great
all-round footballer this young man

will be for Ōhaupō this season.
Ōhaupō started to take control of
the first half, putting together multiple
phases, with co-captain Dylan
Samson and Fullerton controlling
play beautifully and turning around
the larger Hinuera forward pack.
They pinned them in their own
half, which saw Ōhaupō rewarded
with a fantastic team try to centre
Bronson Wilson-Beech.
But just as it looked like Ōhaupō
would take the lead into the halftime
break, Hinuera scored and the try was
converted, giving Hinuera the lead
12-8 at the break.
After some inspirational words at
halftime from their coaches, Jordan
Farrington and Mitch Graham,
Ōhaupō started the second half as if
they really wanted this one.
The Ōhaupō pack worked incredibly hard for the team.
Prop Taylor Hayes, hooker Ben
Parrott and lock Alex Fullerton were
tireless.
Out wide, young winger Caleb Kennedy, who is a much-improved
footballer, was looking dangerous
every time he got the ball in his hands,
and made valuable metres for his
team.
When replacement hooker Ethan

Ōhaupō’s
Scott
Thomas
(left) and
brother Josh
(No 21) look
to tackle the
Hinuera
runner.
Photo / Robert
Troughton

were heading towards the finish line.
But the experienced Hinuera team
had different ideas. Led by Hadleigh
May, Hinuera stormed back on attack,
and after a strong period deep in the
Ōhaupō half, scored a converted try
to take the score to 20-19 to Ōhaupō.
The last 20 minutes were frantic,
with both teams showing desperation
on defence.

Refoy made it onto the field, he added
extra strength to the Ōhaupō forward
pack.
Hard-working co-captain Thomas
crashed over and was soon followed
by energetic replacement lock Met
Camaibatiki. Camaibatiki was put into
a hole by centre Wilson-Beech to
score by the posts — Fullerton
converted and it looked like Ōhaupō

No 8 Foster, busy halfback Scott
Thomas and young lock Liam Fox got
through a power of work, and when
Ōhaupō earned a defensive penalty
10m out from their own goal line, and
minutes away from full time, this
proved to be the turning point in the
game.
Ōhaupō marched down the other
end of the park and when they
earned a second penalty and kicked
the ball out, the referee blew his
whistle for full time — a historic
victory for the young Ōhaupō team.
How special it was to do this in
front of some of Ōhaupō’s faithful, the
likes of Brian and Janice Matthews
and Ron Curry who had made the trip
over to Hinuera to support their
beloved Ōhaupō team.
The victory gave Ōhaupō back-toback wins, giving them a three-win
and one-loss record for the season.
Earlier, the Ōhaupō Bs fought hard
before going down 39-12. Players to
stand out were Ōhaupō legends
Kerry Matthews and Ray George as
well as young winger Ben Annan.
Next round will be a massive day
for the village of Ōhaupō , as they host
their Sponsor’s Day and continue the
rivalry with the neighbouring
Pirongia team.

DON’T MISS OUT ON OUR
LATEST HOT OFFER.

FREE GIFT
WORTH

Subscribe to the Herald for only $2.83 per day* and get a
Crock-Pot® Express Crock Multi-Cooker for free.

$259.99
(RRP)

PLUS GET FULL ACCESS TO NZHERALD.CO.NZ/PREMIUM
Go to nzherald.co.nz/subscriptions or call 0800 100 888 and quote “Multi-Cooker”.
Offer ends 31 May 2021. Available for new 6 or 7 day subscribers only for a minimum subscription term of 4 months.
*Price is for Monday-Sunday subscription. For full T&C’s, see nzherald.co.nz/terms

Your gift

nzherald.co.nz

MON to FRI 7.00-5.30 | SAT 8.00-4.00
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Penalty try proves a game-changer
Pirongia get in front
then defend stoutly
to beat Te Rapa A

F

or the second week in a row,
it was a tension-filled last 10
minutes for Pirongia’s senior
rugby side as they held on to
a slender two-point lead 14-12. Fortunately, Te Rapa couldn’t snatch a late
victory.
It was always going to be a challenging game with a number of injuries keeping players out and giving
others the opportunity of more game
time. Further injuries during the
match gave additional players that
extra opportunity to impress.
After slow starts in recent games
and knowing Te Rapa would come
out firing with their big ball runners,
it was important Pirongia came ready
to play from the first whistle and that
they did.
Showing what has become their
trademark tenacity on defence, they
chopped down the Te Rapa ball
runners and this week retained any
possession won more effectively, getting over the advantage line with
strong ball carries.
Second
five-eighths
Dylan
Hanning was particularly effective in
making metres, cutting back and stepping through traffic.
His midfield partner, Rihari Clark,
was prominent in the lead-up to the
first try of the day when, from inside
his own half, first five Travis Cook
chipped over the rushing Te Rapa
defensive line. The ball bounced
nicely for Clark to pick up, draw the
fullback and offload to the everpresent Kayden Moorfield.
Moorfield then found No 8 Jayden
Johnson on the burst. From 40 metres
Johnson brushed off the last defender
and scored under the posts.
Cook kicked the conversion to give
the visiting Pirongia team a 7-0 lead

Pirongia first five-eighth Travis Cook passes the ball to Kingston Grant.

after 18 minutes.
While the balance of the half was
fairly even in territory, it was Te Rapa
who took the chances they created
to score two tries, one converted, to
take a 12-7 lead into the break.
The second half was about missed
opportunities and strong defence
when required.
A large part of it was played in
either of the 22 but neither team took
advantage of the opportunities
created.
Pirongia were further hampered
by injuries to the influential cocaptain Moorfield and winger Matt
Lowe, as well a blood bin trip for lock
Shaun Coutts.
The most influential refereeing decision of the day came midway
through the second half when he
awarded a penalty try to Pirongia.
After applying significant pressure
on the Te Rapa line, the ball was

moved to the left by the backs and,
with Clark unmarked on the right
flank, replacement second five Greg
Gane’s pass was slapped down by the
Te Rapa winger.
After a consultation with his assistant, the referee ran between the posts
awarding Pirongia the penalty try and
seven points that gave them the lead
14-12.
The last 10 minutes were all
Pirongia’s as they camped inside the
Te Rapa 22.
Pirongia were unable to convert a
number of promising half chances
but never gave Te Rapa a sniff of a
chance to break out.
Player of the day was Johnson in
his first start of the year for the As.
Johnson was dominant both in
carrying the ball and on defence.
Two
effective
second-half
substitutes were young prop Tyreece
O’Neill and inexperienced lock

Photo / Julie Gibson

Hikairo Gate replacing Andy
Fullerton and Coutts, who both had
put in huge shifts.
All the substitutes contributed to
the victory and showed all 22 players
are required to grind out the win.
Pirongia have had a strong start to
the season, winning three out of the
first four and are third in the
standings.
Pirongia B v Te Rapa B
Leading 22- 21 with 15 minutes to
go and dominating play, Pirongia B
will rue a missed pass that was
swooped up by a Te Rapa B player
who ran 40m to score.
Pirongia were first to score when
Tamehana Hohepa broke through
three tackles and outran the cover
defence to score a great individual
try, giving Pirongia a 5-0 lead after 15
minutes.
Te Rapa had the better of the next
10 minutes and were able to score

two converted tries in that time to
take a 14-5 lead.
With halftime nearing, Pirongia
scored next after good phase play
from the forwards.
The ball was spun wide to Greg
Gane, who put a lovely cross kick to
Cullum Rhodes, who took the ball at
pace and scored in the corner. This
ended the half with Te Rapa leading
14-10.
Te Rapa scored early in the second
half and, with the successful conversion, increased their lead to 21-10.
From this point Pirongia started to
dominate the game and 15 minutes
into the second half Bubba RataHemopo scored after Max Wakelin
made a strong burst up the middle,
then Teina Ngahiwi made more
ground and the ball was spun wide
to Rata-Hemopo who went over, untouched.
Five minutes later Rata-Hemopo
scored again. After great work from
the forwards, Jack Wade passed a
lovely ball to Rata-Hemopo who went
over near the posts. With a successful
conversion from Stefan Watts,
Pirongia led 22- 21.
With 15 minutes to go, Pirongia had
the upper hand and were controlling
play well, until a pass went to ground.
A Te Rapa player was first to the ball
and ran 40m to score under the posts.
This gave Te Rapa a second wind
and they were able to score two more
tries late in the game to blow the score
out.
Even though the scoreline did not
reflect it, this was a very close game
and Pirongia dominated large
portions of this game with some great
play from both the forwards and
backs.
Player of the day was Tamehana
Hohepa who was a constant threat
with ball in hand, tackled well all
game and seemed to be everywhere
on the field.
Both teams head to Ōhaupō on
Saturday to continue one of strongest
rivalries around, with the McInally
Cup up for grabs.

TA footballers battle back to secure a draw in Tauranga
The weekend saw the Te Awamutu
AFC Tall Poppy Real Estate Championship team head over the Kaimais
to do battle with much-fancied Tauranga Old Blues.
The home team went ahead after
10 minutes with a break down the
right that had a neat cross finished
with aplomb.
Undeterred, the young TA team
took the game totheirs hosts and
quickly started to match them with
slick passing and movement born out
of both the training ground and selfbelief.
Halftime came and went, then
shortly after came a card for Euan
“Chopper” McLeod who wanted his

opposite’s shirt a bit too early.
More cards followed with Brad
Egglestone getting yellow while his
sparring partner saw red.
Being a man down spurred the
opposition to extend their lead with
just 12 minutes to go.
TA AFC pressed relentlessly as the
home team became tired and careless.
After 85 minutes, a free kick from
left back Aaron Marr was headed
clear for captain Joel Roil to smash
the ball home.
Three minutes later and a free kick
from Nick King-McRae saw a rebound
struck home by Dylan Brett to make
it 2-2.

SUBSCRIBE
TO SEE MORE.

An injury-time charging run into
the box from Dan Van Schie resulted
in a penalty that, despite power and
pace from Egglestone, had the home
keeper make the finest of saves as he
tipped it around the post.
The final whistle blew and the
result was a draw.
The takeaway, however, a great
result yet again for this exciting
young team.
The Edmonds Judd Seniors and Te
Awamutu Reserves both lost.
The club also had a successful
juniors event down at Sherwin Park
with all juniors fronting up for their
first run around with their season
starting this week.

Junior boys versus girls at Sherwin Park on Saturday.
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Chiefs hit-out highlight for rising star
Gideon Wrampling is the Chiefs Under-20 captain and has made his Super Rugby début for the senior side
RUGBY

Gideon
Wrampling in
his début match
for Te Awamutu
Sports against
University.

Jesse Wood

U

niversity of Waikato Chiefs
Under-20 captain and Te
Awamutu Sports player
Gideon Wrampling made
his Super Rugby début for the
Gallagher Chiefs at Eden Park on
Saturday night.
Nineteen-year-old
Wrampling
wore the number 23 jersey and came
on in the 56th minute to replace
injured captain Sean Wainui in the
midfield, becoming Chief No 344.
“It was an amazing opportunity for
me and my family and I’m really
grateful. It’s a huge honour to put on
the jersey and represent the region,”
said Wrampling.
“At first I was really surprised [that
I was named in the Chiefs full squad]
and didn’t see it coming.
“From then I was just really excited
and couldn’t wait to get out there with
the boys.”
He had two runs and made two
tackles while on the pitch with one
touch of the ball ending up in the
hands of winger Shaun Stevenson
who scored in the corner during the
62nd minute.
Wrampling, who played eight
matches for Waikato in 2020, said it
was definitely more physical and a
step up from his previous rugby
experiences.
“I was lucky enough to be surrounded by some good players to
help me out on my first time out there.
“Definitely my career highlight so
far, putting on the Chiefs jersey, representing the Chiefs and my family.”
The Blues ended up winning 39-19
but it was a great showing from a
young Chiefs side which included six
débutants.

Photo / Justin
Miezenbeek

Heading into Saturday’s Sky Super
Rugby Aotearoa grand final against
the Crusaders in Christchurch,
Wrampling says the Chiefs squad
have plenty of energy and are looking
forward to the hit out.
The previous weekend saw
Wrampling make his Te Awamutu
Sports début at centre after returning
from Chiefs Under-20s duty.
He was instrumental in Sports’ 31-15
win over University.
“It was awesome; leading up to the

game the boys were all really welcoming. To get the win over Varsity
was an awesome feeling for my first
game for TA. I was super stoked to
do it with the boys,” he said.
Born and raised in Auckland,
Wrampling moved to Brisbane for
eight years before moving to Hamilton in 2018 where he finished his last
two years of schooling at St Paul’s
Collegiate.
Wrampling played for Hamilton
Old Boys and moved to Te Awamutu

Sports after talks with family friend
and Te Awamutu Sports coach
(now director of rugby), Travis
Church.
“Everything that he said was true,
there’s an awesome culture there.
The boys are brilliant and the community gets around the footy.”
Older brother Jotham has joined
the Te Awamutu Sports coaching
team for 2021, alongside former Chief
and Māori All Black Jackson Willison.
Jotham has played rugby in Aus-

The Gallagher Chiefs’ Gideon
Wrampling.
Photo / Greg Bowker

tralia, France and Japan as well as
being a former member of the
Samoan Under 20 squad.

Firehawks start new year with win against Tigers
Te Awamutu Sports Firehawks
senior men took on Hamilton City
Tigers at Albert Park on Saturday in
Waikato Rugby League’s reserve
grade.
It was their first game of the year
in their first outing since 2019 as they
attempt to qualify for the top grade.

The home side took the game out
32-4, a great result for new coach
Victor Heke. This season they will
also field a women’s team, under-9
teams and a male’s under-15 squad.
Local photographer Arthur Uden
was there to capture the Firehawks’
victory.

Firehawks’ Ronnie James scores a four-pointer against Hamilton City
Tigers.

Te Awamutu Firehawks huddle up before their first game since 2019.

Photos / Arthur Uden

GOLF RESULTS
Te Awamutu
Ladies 18-hole:
Division 1 — Petsy Ralph 30
Stableford; Division 2 — Ann Rhodes
41. Rest of field — Annette Bryant 40;
Janice Ferguson 31; Dale Spiers 31;
Raewyn Coleman 30; Robin Watson
30; Shirley Lord 29.
Ladies 9-holes:
Karolyn Taylor 20 Stableford; Pat
Mandeno 17; Bobbie Fladgate 17;
Karen Corkill 17.
Vets:
Mick McConnell 37; Allan Duncan

36; Ross Murray 35; John Trye 33;
Murray Wallis 33; Peter Emery 33.
Saturday Ladies:
First round stroke play: Irene Gray
74; Sylvia Gooch 75; Gemma Towers
75; Jane Stokes 76.
Sunday Scramble:
Bruce Wallace 74 Gross; David
Trutsch 72 Nett; Percy Kapa 35
Stableford followed by Mario Le Roux
33; Welby Murrell 33; Brock
Wadsworth 33.
Stewart Alexander
The club has Strokeplay Champs

on Sunday, May 9, and there’s a $500
prize for the player who scores at
least two points over the most holes.
Sunday Scramble:
Gross — Carl Miezenbeek 80;
Jonathan Makuch 80; Phil Lambert
82; Gary Grylls 82; John Hollinshead
83. Net — Jonathan Makuch 64; Alan
Ramsey 66; Keith Mitchell 68; Carl
Miezenbeek 69; Noel Evans 70.
Points — Jonathan Makuch 42;
Alan Ramsey 40; Keith Mitchell 38;
Carl Miezenbeek 37; Noel Evans 36;
Phil Lambert 36.

Vets:
Ian Stratford 38 points; Alec
Cruickshank 37; Bryce Pepperell 36;
Bruce Ross 35; Linc Quarrie 34.
Pirongia
Scramble — Stableford:
Senior — Phillip Eyre 39; Brent
Keene 36; Andrew Atkin 35; Rob
Taylor 34; Barrie Johnston 34; Derek
Boyle 34; Bill Fox 34; Dave Seager 34;
Ken Bardsley 34; Scott Law 34; Jack
Hjorth 33; Geoff Seabeck 33.
Junior — Guy Livingston 37; Ron
Cogswell 36; Grant Morgan 36;

Graham Watts 35; Pat Ryan 35; Jim
Dunn 32; Lynda Morgan 31; Charlie
Coles 31; Jason Bennett 31 Terry
Charlesworth 31.
Twos — Garry Bowman (2), Phillip
Eyre, John McCormick, Rob Brettell,
Scott Law, Lynda Morgan, Geoff
Seabeck, Dave Seager, Don Matson.
Longest Putt — Kevin Appleby
Closest to Pin — Keith Ormsby
Senior Jackpot — Garry Bowman
$40. Junior Jackpot — Rob Brettell
$123. April Bar Tab winner — Phillip
Eyre.
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Sports push Ōto to the limit
RUGBY

Te Awamutu Sports
man of the match,
J’ndre Liebenberg.
The pink jerseys
played in were to
represent Ladies
Day at the club and
were auctioned off
at the end of the
night.

Justin Miezenbeek

T

e Awamutu Sports paid a
heavy price for playing too
much of the game without
the ball, falling 26-14 to
Ōtorohanga in a brutal battle at Albert
Park that was closer than the score
suggested.
The loss has Sports in sixth spot
on points differential, five teams
locked on 10 points from fourth to
eighth.
A second-half brace of tries to
hooker Manase Mohuanga and two
conversions to winger Logan Karl
rounded out Sports’ second-half scoring, after trailing 14-0 at halftime.
Playing with a strong breeze at
their backs, Ōtorohanga held off an
early attack to take control, pushing
Te Awamutu deep into their half and
using their powerful forward pack to
build pressure. They finally broke
through the desperate Sports defence
in the 18th minute to open the scoring.
With Ōtorohanga in control, Sports
held on, finally breaking again in the
30th minute for a 14-0 scoreline,
which carried through to halftime.
The second half started with
neither side taking charge, but Sports
were getting their hands on more ball
and built some pressure in the
Ōtorohanga half.
Sports were finally rewarded
when Mohuanga broke off a rolling
maul from 10m out, juggling the ball,
regaining and crashing over in the
55th minute. The Karl conversion
closed the gap to 14-7.
Buoyed by the score, Sports built
more pressure, riding penalties into
the Ōtorohanga half, the visitors’ defence strong around the fringes and
seemingly holding the hosts out,
when Mohuanga was on the spot
again from a rolling maul to pick up

RESULTS

Photo / Justin
Miezenbeek

his second, Karl’s conversion tying
the game with 12 minutes to play.
The momentum with Te Awamutu, Ōtorohanga turned back to
what worked in the first half, playing
the game in Sports’ half and attacking
from their powerful set piece, pulling
the defence inwards and eventually
caught Sports short out wide to push
the score to 19-14 with six minutes to
play.
The visitors, however, broke Te
Awamutu hearts in the77th minute
when classy fullback Te Amo Wilbore
ghosted through a gap at halfway and
beat the cover defence to seal the
game.
The conversion extended the lead
to 26-14, and while Sports threw
everything into the last two minutes,
they couldn’t get through to score.
Although losing after doing so well
to get back into the game is bitterly
disappointing, there were plenty of
positives to take from the game.
Midfielder J’ndre Liebenberg
picked up man of the match after two

weeks away. He was powerful on
attack and defence.
Prop Brad Van Der Heyden put in
a huge day’s work against the massive
Ōtorohanga front row.
Mohuanga was again outstanding,
picking up a brace of tries to complement a strong all-round game.
MVP points: 3 — J’ndre Liebenberg,
2 — Brad Van Der Heyden, 1 — Manase
Mohuanga
Mistakes cost Development side
The Te Awamutu Sports Premier
Development side will kick themselves for losing a match they had
opportunities to win, but struggles in
the set pieces and mistakes will haunt
them in an 21-11 loss at Albert Park.
Hooker Cameron Moorby picked
up Sports’ only try, while pivot Josh
Malpas slotted three penalty goals in
a loss that drops them to fifth spot.
Ōtorohanga opened the scoring in
the ninth minute with a converted try,
which was answered by a Malpas
penalty goal in the 19th minute.
The game flowed back and forth

from there, with the visitors in control
at set-piece time, while the hosts
seemed to look the more dangerous
in broken play.
On the stroke of halftime halfback
Vavao Afemai broke down the righthand sideline, drew the last man and
put Moorby in to score, and despite
Ōtorohanga playing the bulk of the
rugby, Sports took an 8-7 lead into
halftime.
Malpas extended that lead to four
points in the 49th minute, but a period
of extended pressure on the line
involving numerous scrum penalties
resulted in a penalty try, and the lead
for the visitors, 14-11.
Still right in the game, Sports saw
moments of pressure undone by
errors and set-piece inaccuracies
handing the ball back, and eventually
with five minutes to play, Ōtorohanga
broke away to seal the win.
Both teams take on Hamilton Old
Boys this week, Sports looking for a
win to get themselves back into the
top four.

SENIOR RUGBY FIXTURES —
ROUND 5 08/05
PREMIER:
Hamilton Old Boys v Te Awamutu Sports at Fred Jones Park,
Field 1. Kickoff 2.45pm.
PREMIER B:
Hamilton Old Boys v Te Awamutu Sports Development at
Fred Jones Park, Field 1. Kickoff
1pm.
DIVISION 1:
Ōhaupō v Pirongia at Ōhaupō
Memorial Park, Field 1. Kickoff
2.45pm.
DIVISION 1 B:
Ōhaupō B v Pirongia B at
Ōhaupō Memorial Park, Field 1.
Kickoff 1pm.
DIVISION 2:
Kihikihi v Te Awamutu Marist at
Kihikihi Domain, Field 1. Kickoff
2.45pm.
WOMEN’S:
Kihikihi v Hamilton Marist at
Kihikihi Domain, Field 1. 1pm.
SENIOR RUGBY RESULTS —
ROUND 4 01/05
PREMIER:
Te Awamutu Sports 14-26
Ōtorohanga
PREMIER B:
Te Awamutu Sports Development 11-21 Ōtorohanga B
DIVISION 1:
Hinuera 19-20 Ōhaupō
Te Rapa 12-14 Pirongia
DIVISION 1 B:
Hinuera B — Ōhaupō B
Te Rapa B 42-22 Pirongia B
DIVISION 2:
Te Awamutu Marist 8-2 Huntly
COB
Hamilton Marist 34-26 Kihikihi
WOMEN’S:
Kihikihi Bye
RUGBY LEAGUE RESULTS —
01/05
Te Awamutu Sports Firehawks
32-4 Hamilton City Tigers

ROUND four

Magic fall short against the Stars
Picksters:
Round three of the ANZ
Premiership saw the Steel,
Stars and Mystics take away
the win. The picksters’
standings have reshuffled with
Melanie Barker of Harcourts
taking the clear lead.
Paper Plus’ Murray Green,
NZME’s Jesse Wood, Bridie
Osborne from the Storyteller
Bar & Eatery, LJ Hooker’s
Michelle Storer and Bernie
Marshall from McDonald’s all
follow behind Melanie after
picking a third of the games
correctly this season.
As the weeks go on, the
picks become harder.
Picksters: don’t forget to use
your jokers at some point!
Match Report:
Pushed
hard,
the
Robinhood Stars retained their
unbeaten start to the season
after completing a hard-fought
55-51 win over Splice Construction Waikato Bay of Plenty
Magic in Tauranga on Sunday.
After being in control for
three-quarters of the match, the
Stars faced a testing final 15
minutes before making it threefrom-three in the face of a
resurgent Magic who threatened to spoil the visitors' perfect record.
As the tension levels rose,
composure also boiled over
with numerous cautions and
warnings being dished out as
both sides put everything into
claiming the points. Let down
by a slow start, the Magic came
home with plenty of sting in the
final quarter.
A big defensive start gave
the home side more ball and

N tballl F n?

Magic captain Sam Winders.

more opportunities as they
exploded into life, teenaged
shooter Khiarna Williams’ athleticism and accuracy helping
Magic
score
seven
unanswered goals.
But it proved a bridge too far,
getting to within two was as
close as it got, the Magic picking up a valuable bonus point
on the back of their valiant
fightback.
Tori Kolose was given a first
start in her brief career when
slotting in at wing attack for the
Magic while Georgia Tong was
handed the start at goal defence. There was a familiar look
to the Stars, who presented
with their familiar starting seven
of recent weeks.
The pair level-pegged during the opening exchanges with
both teams making a tidy start
before the Stars hit their straps.
Growing in confidence with
each outing, goal attack Jamie
Hume continued to impress

Photo / Photosport

with her playmaking skills and
deceptive turn of speed while
injecting herself into the circle
at just the right time.
Captain and key shooter
Maia Wilson delivered her
usual poise and accuracy,
working sweetly in tandem with
feeder Gina Crampton while
ageless defender Anna Harrison was a disruptive presence
under the Magic hoop.
With much more ball in
hand, the Stars impressed with
their speedy transitional play
while building a handy buffer to
take an 18-13 lead into the first
break.
The response from Magic
was swift with multiple changes
made on the resumption. Captain Sam Winders moved to
wing attack, Georgie Edgecombe slipped into centre and
Tong to wing defence while
Erena Mikaere and Chiara
Semple came off the bench into
goal defence and goal attack

respectively.
Always a threatening presence, the Stars couldn’t completely shake the attention provided by the Magic, the home
side hanging on grimly. The
subtlety of Semple’s play made
a difference and gave the
Magic more purpose at the
attacking end but it was the
Stars who remained in control.
The pace of the Stars attacking line had the Magic backpedalling at times while visiting
defender Elle Temu was a busy
and disruptive figure under the
hoop as her side pushed out to
a 33-25 lead at the main break.
More defensive hustle from
the Magic presented numerous
opportunities for the home side
to start a niggly third quarter but
they weren’t always able to
make the most of them,
moments of quality play being
undone by too many turnovers.
Import
shooter
Caitlin
Bassett was replaced halfway
through by Williams who made
a productive return. The teenager impressed with her aerial
skills and accuracy to convert
all ball that came her way.
An
improved
showing
through a drawn third quarter,
with the Stars holding a 46-38
lead, gave the Magic plenty of
hope heading into the run home
where they forced the Stars to
dig deep.
Shooting Stats - Magic:
Caitlin Bassett 21/23 (91%)
Khiarna Williams 20/21 (95%)
Chiara Semple 10/13 (77%)
Shooting Stats - Stars:
Maia Wilson 42/53 (79%)
Jamie Hume 13/21 (62%)
MVP: Gina Crampton (Stars)

Sunday 9 May

STARS v STEEL

4.15pm

Sunday 9 May

TACTIX v MAGIC

6.15pm

Monday 10 May

PULSE v MYSTICS 7.15pm

THE board
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33%
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33%
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Magic
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LJ Hooker
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McDonalds

33%
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Magic
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33%

Stars
Tactix
Mystics
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n to lay
Michelle Storer

Contact tania.king@ me. .

Property Investment Manager

027 608 2451
michelle.storer@ljhta.co.nz
97 Sloane Street, Te Awamutu . 07 871 5151

41 Mahoe Street, Te Awamutu 3800 | teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz | 871 5044

Delicious, doubled.

Your
TE AWAMUTU
Proud to support
the local community.

one stop shop for

Mother’s
Day
May 9
th

TE AWAMUTU
Locally owned. Friendly people. Great advice.

Available after 10.30am at participating restaurants for a limited time. Serving suggestion.

CELEBRATE

Blue Ribbon Realty Ltd
Supporting Local and National Netball

Melanie Barker

Business Owner

MREINZ Licensed Agent REAA 2008

Mother’s Day
AT STORYTELLER EATERY & BAR

Bookings recommended email

Hello@storytellerbar.co.nz
or phone 07 870 2650

55 Arawata Street, Te Awamutu

07 871 5257
teawamutu@paperplus.co.nz
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DECODER

Each number
  
letter of the alphabet.
Write the given letters
into all squares with
matching numbers.
Now work out which
letters are represented
by the other numbers.
As you get the letters,
write them into
the main grid and
the reference grid.
Decoder uses all 26
letters of the alphabet.
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ACROSS
1. Bowl-shaped container (5)
4. Spider’s handiwork (6)
8. Shame at having failed (7)
9. Relating to the nose (5)
10. Stadium (5)
11. Adage (7)
12. Till receipt (6)
14. Edible seed in a shell (6)
17. Result (7)
19. Paved outdoor area (5)
21. Coach (5)
22. Planned undertaking (7)
23. Green vegetable (6)
24. Private teacher (5)

How many words of three
or more letters can you
make, using each letter
only once? Plurals are
allowed, but no foreign
words or words beginning
with a capital. There’s at least one six-letter word.
Good 20 Very Good 23 Excellent 27

  
  

Black out squares to reveal a completed grid
All puzzles © The Puzzle Company
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BLACKOUT
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CROSSWORD
Across: 1. Basin, 4. Cobweb, 8. Chagrin,
9. Nasal, 10. Arena, 11. Proverb, 12.
Docket, 14. Peanut, 17. Outcome, 19.
Patio, 21. Train, 22. Project, 23. Celery,
24. Tutor.
Down: 1. Back and forth, 2. Space, 3.
Narrate, 4. Canopy, 5. Banjo, 6. Eastern,
7. Globetrotter, 13. Cottage, 15. Exploit,
16. Deeply, 18. Ounce, 20. Treat.

Z

23

I

T

10

G O N

24

F

11

25

26

E W

12

13

At Te Awamutu Funeral Services our dedicated team is passionate about providing valuable guidance and a
personalised service at a time when you need it most.
- Offering Generations of Experience Locally Owned Qualiﬁed Funeral Directors.
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the grid so that every row,
column and every 3x3
SUDOKU Fillevery
box contains the digits 1 to 9.
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AERIAL, ail, air, ala, alar, ale, are, area,
areal, aria, aril, ear, earl, era, ira, ire, lair,
lea, lei, liar, lie, lira, lire, rail, rale, real,
REALIA, rial, riel, rile.

BLACKOUT

DOWN
1. To and fro (4,3,5)
2. Room to move (5)
3. Tell a story (7)
4. Awning or overhead cover (6)
5. Stringed instrument (5)
6. Facing the East (7)
7. World traveller (12)
13. Small house (7)
15. Take advantage of (7)
16. Profoundly (6)
18. Imperial unit of weight (5)
20. Indulgence (5)

2
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Formal Notices

Phone: 871 5151
Email: class@teawamutucourier.co.nz
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Puahue
Hall

Association

GLASS.
Daniel, Haley and big
brothers Lucas and
Oscar welcome with
much love,
"Archie Quinn"
Born 23 February 2021
at Waikato Hospital
weighing 3520g (7lb,
12oz). Special thanks
to Precious Lopena
and Emma Huang.
Thank you also to the
wonderful staff at Te
Awamutu
Birth
Centre.

Deaths
BRYANT,
Colleen Lesley.
Mother of Raewyn,
Michelle, Lesley and
Stephen. My mother
passed
away
on
Tuesday April 27. She
had been battling
Dementia for three
years and it finally
won. A long-time
resident
of
Te
Awamutu, Mum was
known for delivering
the paper early in the
morning. I’ll always
remember as a kid,
going with her to
James Bond double
features. I owe her
more than I can count.
She will be missed by
many. See you next
time around Mum.
DE LUCA,
Ailsa Mary, (Mary).
Passed
away
peacefully on Friday,
30th April 2021, in Te
Awamutu. Aged 94
years. Dearly loved
wife of the late Arthur.
Dearly loved Mum and
mother-in-law of Ailsa
& John Dodunski,
Paul (dec’d) & Jillian,
John & Kaye, and
Brice. Cherished Nana
of Kathryn, Theresa,
Michael,
Jack,
Bradley, Jennifer and
great Nana of 15.
A celebration of Mary’s
life will be held at St
Andrews Anglican
Church,
Hamilton
Road, Cambridge on
Friday 7 May at 11am
followed by burial at
Hautapu Cemetery. In
lieu
of
flowers
donations would be
appreciated to St
John’s Ambulance and
may be left at the
service.
All
communications to
the De Luca Family,
c/- 262 Ohaupo Road,
Te Awamutu 3800.

Remember us in
your Will and leave
a legacy of hope

For more info, call

0800 53 00 00

Alexandra House Chapel

Caring Funeral Professionals

Honouring your
loved ones wishes

FDANZ

PRODUCE MARKET

0800 53 00 00

The
Puketotara/
Nugtuni Hall
Association
(inc)

AGM

your children and
grandchildren.

Buying
or Selling
property?

property?
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Firewood
DRY native mix for firewood, $95 p/m3 delivered.
Phone 07 873 0618.

Thursday, May 6, 2021

Livestock & Poultry Business for Sale
and Wanted
WHITE GALLOWAY
COPY
CENTRE
weaner bulls, well grown,

$750. Phone 021 1160 789. FOR SALE. Genuine
enquiries phone David
(07) 871 6030.
FIREWOOD for sale, 5m3
3
truck load - $200, 10m
Grazing
$340
truck
load.
Delivered
to
Te
CONVENTIONAL
Awamutu. Phone 07 873
HAY bales, good quality,
9190 or 021 617 349.
$8. Phone 027 579 0887.
FIREWOOD, shed stored,
dry gum mix, $110 cube. CONVENTIONAL
HAY Bales, good quality,
Phone 0274 724 544.
$12. Phone 021 215 7489.

For Sale

FOR SALE
BEDROOM suite, six
drawer and three drawer,
matching
mirror.
WOODBOX, copper clad.
GRINDER, new, in carry
case. Phone 021 0868 0042.

Garage Sales

STRAW, Thrashed Rye
and top quality Baleage
available now. Quality
guaranteed. Phone Dave
021 476 899 or Darren 022
080 6245.

TE AWAMUTU Plants & Gardens
128 MUIR ROAD
Saturday 8 May
FUNDRAISING GARAGE
SALE. Fundraiser to
raise money for parents
& caregivers who are
trying
to
create
cooperative families.
Baby equipment, beds,
furniture, kitchenware,
bikes, toys, & bric-a-brac.
Come and support us as
we help families to make
a positive change in our
community. TIME: 7am
(please don't enter before
as dogs are running free).
Please drive past the
entrance and park in the
paddock beside. Sausage
sizzle for brekkie $2. Hot
Bacon & Egg sandwiches
$5.
TO VISIT
VISITED

❏

❏

PIRONGIA

141 GEORGE STREET,
BRUCE GRAY
ELECTRICAL
Monster Garage Sale! Ex
TA Care Charity Shop
stock, tools, clothes, brica-brac etc. Saturday 8
May, 10am-2pm. Eftpos
Available.
TO VISIT
VISITED

❏

Many sizes, good rates,
security and seven
day access.
Phone 871 3332
or 027 493 3187

• Units available now!
• Electric Security Fence
• Camera surveillance

027 440 7101
or 871 2171
safestorage.co.nz

OFFICES
Wanted

OFFAL

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

HO

CASH FOR VEHICLES
Wanted in any condition

• 4WD Trucks

DEAD OR ALIVE

OWNER/OPERATOR:
FREEPHONE
STEVE COLSON
0508 HOLES DUG
0508 465 373

FLUE CLEANING

wanted

milk PHONE 0800 505 099 24/7

Bocock’s
Calf Rearing
Phone:
Mark 027 474 6917
Pete 027 433 1440

Boats, horse floats,
quads, trailers,
outboards, old cars,
trailers, shed
clearouts,
motorbikes. Any
condition,
anywhere.
Phone Steve
027 622 0011

LES

• Soak • Surface wells
• Lined Soak holes
• Concrete products
available
• Foundation Drilling

Trucks, Vans, Utes, 4x4’s,
Motorhomes and Caravans

Wanted to Buy
or Exchange

calf

DRAINAGE
No job too big
or too small WE DO IT ALL!
Phone Bryan
027 498 9021
anytime

FOR TRESL&ETVUISION
REPAI

NING

 elevision Aerial Installations & Extensions
 atellite Dish Installation Since
 tereo Repairs
1990

WESTEND ELECTRONICS 871 5193

Trade Services

132 Sainsbury Road
Pirongia OR phone
Susan Ranstead
0274 176 379

AND log fire inspection
$125 and all flue and log
fire repairs. I also do new
fireplace installations.
Phone Mark on 07 829
8103 or 021 457 342.

HOME HELP,
WINDOW
CLEANING &
GARDENING
Phone
0204 189 2042
anchoredsupport.co.nz

LAWN
MOWING

0800 248 229

Free quotes
Phone Steve
021 747 225

For Lease

OFFICE SPACE FOR LLEEASE
CENTRAL CITY * GREAT SPACE

Get rid of those ugly stumps
easily! Affordable Stump
Grinding, will remove them,
our tracked machine only
places 4lb per inch weight
on the ground so no ugly
wheel marks on the lawn.
Phone 0211
0211852755
1852755 for a free quote

P&C
FENCING
Rural
Lifestyle
Residential
Phone Paul on 0275 693 878

Hardley Sreet, Whitiora, Hamilton CBD
Sub lease opportunity
Area 160 sqm approx.
2 large open workspaces & office

❏

Shared kitchen/bathrooms

Livestock & Poultry
For the latest in
rural news.
Calf Milk Wanted

SAFE ‘N’ SOUND
STORAGE

TOPIARY
$ TOP CASH $ PAID $
Open Fridays10am-4pm

CARAVANS
TE AWAMUTU

A1 SELF
STORAGE

Trade Services

To Let

NEW 192m2 for lease.
GRAZING
available Phone 027 4407 101.
during May and June for
in calf Heifers, Puahue.
Vehicles
Phone/text 021 110 5848.

HAY

To Let

thecountry.co.nz

Phone Simon
021 247 1640

Livestock & Poultry

Contact
megan.hyland@nzme.co.nz
021 905335

NEW BUILDS • EXTENSIONS
RENOVATIONS • DECKS
Contact Wyatt today
027 463 2596 • wdevcich@gmail.com

WREN
ROOF
COATINGS

Broken Windows, Frameless Showers, Splashbacks,
Custom Mirrors, Table Tops, New Glazing, Pet Doors

Thursday, May 6, 2021
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Trade Services

Trade Services

PLUMBING

WEED
SPRAYING

AFFORDABLE
RATES

Employment Vacancies

FARM
WORK
WANTED

* Gorse
* Handgun work
* Radio controlled
units
* Competitive rates

Phone Bryan
027 498 9021
anytime

Transport Manager – Full Time Position

Call Darryn
021 142 9285

E

.

Gardening &
Landscaping
41AA

Thank you for your support
Te Awamutu

We are a Te Awamutu based Transport, Contracting, Civil
Infrastructure and Earthmoving Company. We are currently
seeking a self-motivated and experienced Transport Manager
to join our team with a willingness to learn and contribute to
growing the business. You will be responsible for all aspects of
our Transport and Logistics operations, including dispatch and
interface with our infrastructure and civil operations. Experienced
computer skills, communication and reporting and organisational
skills is a must. You will have a strong understanding and
commitment to Health & Safety within the Transport industry. You
will have positive leadership and management skills to lead and
liaise with staff, contractors, and clients.

T

N
w

t

If this sounds like you, please email your cover letter and CV
to admin@jdc.net.nz.

Health

IN-STEP
Podiatry Services

Applicants for this position should have NZ Residency or a
valid NZ Work Visa. Must be drug free.

OPEN LIZ CLARKE
SAT ffor professional

qualiﬁed care
(Child Specialist)

The Professional Arborists

870 40
4080
080

Dennis Clements

NO GST CHARGE

871 5221
027 485 1501
@TotaltreecareWaikato
www.totaltreecare.co.nz
totalnz@gmail.com

Tree Services

Community
Facilitator
(support worker)

414 Cambridge Rd
Te Awamutu

Chipping, Felling,
Maintenance, Pruning,
Removals, Stump Grinding,
Hedge Cutting, Section
Clearing and much more.
Free Advice with Quotes!

Painting &
Decorating
•
•
•

INTERIOR

PAINTING &

WALLPAPERING
Semi Retired
John Crichton

027 4855 654
Te Awamutu
QUALIFIEDARBORISTCREW:

Do you want a challenging and rewarding
work environment?
Do you enjoy working closely with others?
Would you like to be paid to visit coffee
shops, explore our country, and attend
concerts?

ConneXu is a highly reputable charitable trust based in Te Awamutu
offering support to people living with a disability. We are committed
to empowering people to become active members of their
community and we believe it is through this inclusiveness that our
community will be strengthened. We strive to be innovative in the
way we support people and to facilitate a good life for them.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL
EXECUTIVE – PROPERTY
AND PRIVATE CLIENT
MATTERS
•

Join our long-standing and established
law firm

•

Be part of a supportive team which
offers a great work life balance and
focus on staff wellbeing

•

We focus on professional development
and work with our staff to achieve their
goals through mentoring and a high
level of ongoing training

We are looking for an experienced Legal
Executive to join our team.

RESIDENTIAL-RURAL-COMMERCIAL

Property & Home
Maintenance

For the latest in
rural news.
thecountry.co.nz

COMMERCIAL
and
domestic cleaning. Call
Maid Marj 871 3309.

We have variety of shift vacancies available, including days, nights,
and weekends.
The right candidate will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A full Licence,
A First Aid Certiﬁcate (or be willing to obtain a First Aid
Certiﬁcate),
A caring nature and a drive to support and help others,
Have a passion for working in a team environment.
An empathetic approach to life, and;
The ability to work ﬂexible hours.

As a Community Facilitator, your role will be varied, supporting a
wide variety of people to live life their way. Duties may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Find your next
car now.

Assisting with all personal cares,
Working with the clients and therapists to extend abilities,
Supporting outings in the community for both leisure and
education, and;
Completing daily household tasks.
Assist the people we support with planning and implementing
programmes that achieve their desired goals

Please send your CV and cover letter outlining
why this role suits you and what hours
you would be available to work to
careers@connexu.nz

HOW ARE YOU GETTING HOME TONIGHT?
DRIVEN.CO.NZ

If you’re out and having a
few drinks, make sure
you’ve got a sober driver to
get you home safely.

Or contract, herd
manager.
Position required for
1st June season.
Experienced ex
sharemilker.
Phone 0211 625 450

Farm
Work
Wanted
Relief milking in
lieu of rent.
Ex sharemilker.
Phone
021 1625 450

To be successful, you will be an experienced
Legal Executive who has hands on
conveyancing experience and the ability to
manage conveyancing files and work well as
part of a professional and busy team.
You will be part of a team led by an
approachable partner. There will be an
ability to be exposed to a variety of other
property transactions including residential,
commercial and rural conveyancing,
Retirement Villages, subdivisions, refinances,
commercial leasing and the ability to assist
with Wills and Enduring Powers of Attorney.
If you are interested in joining our team
please contact Rachael Beattie –
rachaelb@edmondsjudd.co.nz by
Friday 14 May 2021.

PART-TIME
DELIVERY
PERSON
(Te Awamutu)
We are looking for
someone to deliver
the NZ Herald and
Waikato Times
for 3-4 days
per week.
You will Need:
➧Your own reliable
vehicle.
➧Cell phone
➧The ability to start
early.
➧To be reliable and
able
to
work
unsupervised.
You will be an
employee of our
Company and not a
contractor.
For more
information
please phone
Peter on
0274 192 529

Are you seeking a role which will enable you to support others
to achieve their goals, a position which allows you to get out and
explore every day, a position where no two days are the same?
Then look no further, ConneXu is currently seeking support workers
to join our team in the disability support sector.

Ph. 871 9246 or
027 5140 342 FREE
QUOTES
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Employment
Vacancies

Employment Vacancies

HOW
ARE YOU
GETTING
HOME
TONIGHT?

WAIPA
WEATHER
For week ending 7 May 2021
Pirongia
Pokuru
Pukeatua
Te Awamutu

Min C°

Max C°

Rain/mls

1.5
3.9
1.1

20.4
-

0.4
2.5
1.5

21.4
19.8

For soil moisture and temperature visit:

Lmcc.co.nz /weather

If you’re out and having
a few drinks, make sure
you’ve got a sober driver
to get you home safely.

Experience more
for less.
grabone.co.nz
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Ragtime at Woolshed

Vinyl tribute to classic
1980 Split Enz album
Split Enz True Colours Tribute Album - True Colours, New Colours

Probably the only band, ever, in New Zealand
to feature not one but two washboard players
— Mike Garner’s Ragtime Washboard Kings are
about to hit Te Awamutu.
The band also features acoustic and resonator guitars, upright bass, fiddle, lap steel,
mandolin, djembe, Cajon, and more.
Versatile bluesman par excellence Mike Garner has eight CDs to his credit.
Mike has toured internationally, with successful jaunts to Australia, Japan, Europe, the
US, and he even ventured to Kathmandu, Nepal,
for the Himalayan Blues Festival. Mike plays
ragtime, blues and other pre-war American
music as though he has lived it.
Some impressive accolades Mike has
achieved in his extensive career include third
prize in The International Songwriting Competition, being played on Dan Ackroyd’s syndicated
House of Blues Hour radio show and a support
slot for Motown masters The Four Tops, The
Miracles and The Temptations, in front of a sea
of 50,000 people at the prestigious NZ Mission
Estate concert in February 2010.
Mike's 2020 CD, Don't Mind The Rain, was
recorded in Japan and New Zealand, and released by BSMF Records in Osaka, Japan,
featuring two of the country's most experienced
blues performers. The title track has received
airplay in Japan,
Robbie Lavën has a long experience as an
international musician.
In the 1970s, based in NZ and Australia with
Red Hot Peppers, and in Europe for five years
playing blues, world music and originals. Robbie

contributes a wide array of accompanying
instrumentation; mandolin, fiddle, Stroh violin,
lap steel guitar, harmonica and washboard.
On upright bass, Stewart Lawrence from Te
Kauwhata, has worked with the Whangarei Big
Band, and for many years with the Joe Carbery
Swingtet.
He has also been Mike's bass player of choice
for nearly 20 years.
On percussion and washboard, long-time
associate Warren Houston, from Rotorua, has
toured with Mike in Australia, New Caledonia
and Nepal, as well as recording on most of Mike's
albums for more than two decades.
Without a doubt, Mike Garner is one of the
best known and most popular blues musicians
in New Zealand. A singer with an evocative voice,
he also performs acoustic and electric guitar, slide,
resonator guitar, bass, mandolin and harmonica.
Vincente Zumel; Hora Del Blues, Barcelona,
October 2020
’Why A Woman Gets The Blue’ shows that Mike
Garner is a very talented musician. It is a collection
of songs, all played with aplomb, regardless of
whether delivered solo (guitar/harp) or with the
band. The UK's loss has definitely been NZ's gain!
Rating 8. Gordon Baxter, Blues in Britain
This is an inviting album that will surely make
you look forward to hearing more work by the
man. Mike Garner is a fascinating artist that you
absolutely must discover. Rootstime - Belgium
Mike Garner’s Ragtime Washboard Kings
play The Woolshed Theatre on saturday, May
15 at 7.30pm. Tickets are available from
Eventfinda.

Doug performing for Pirongia Club
Veteran Entertainer of the Year 2017, Doug
Erutoe, is guest performer for Mount Pirongia
Country Music Club’s Mother’s Day Special this
Sunday at Ngāhinapoūri Hall.
His love of country music is only matched
by his devotion to Jesus Christ and passion for
singing his praises at church for the gifts he has

been given.
An earthmoving machinery operator, Doug’s
other passions are hunting and encouraging
other singers — and he especially enjoys visiting
country music clubs and sharing his talents.
Mount Pirongia Country Music Club gets
underway at 12.30pm and everyone is welcome.

O

ne thing about a
cover of a great
song – it’s bound to
start
conversations. Some would
say it shows the difference
between passion and respect
and in a lot of cases how the
two intermix.
True Colours, the most
commercially successful
album of New Zealand group
Split Enz’s career, celebrated
its 40th anniversary last year
and re-entered the charts at
No. 1.
To commemorate the
milestone, the multiplatinum album has been reimagined and covered by a
stellar mix of Australian and
New Zealand artists each
taking a song they love and
adding their unique creative
flair.
Released as True Colours,
New Colours – The Songs of
Split Enz it is the first time
an entire Split Enz record has
been covered from front to
back, unlike the earlier They
Will Have Their Way project
which featured a myriad of
acts giving modern spins on
songs from across Tim and
Neil’s catalogue
Even better, we have two
copies in hot pink vinyl up
for grabs, so you can see for
yourself just how much
passion and respect there is

for the music of one of New
Zealand’s most iconic bands.
The Beths, recently on
tour with Crowded House,
deliver What’s The Matter
With You in two rollicking
minutes of brisk, driving
power-pop.
Electropop veteran
Ladyhawke retools the
landscape of I Wouldn’t
Dream Of It to amplify its
new-wave flavour with
impressive results
Auckland duo Dual smash
the ball out of the park when
serving up their version of
Eddie Rayner’s instrumental
Double Happy that is
simultaneously faithful to
the source material and
adventurous in its own
rights.
Also in the line-up are
Chelsea Jade - Shark Attack,
Bernard Fanning
(Powderfinger) - I Hope I
Never, Lime Cordiale Nobody Takes Me Seriously,
Busby Marou - Missing
Person, Stan Walker - Poor
Boy, Robinson - How Can I
Resist Her and Pacific Heights
- The Choral Sea.
The pick of the litter
though has to be Shihad’s I
Got You.
Shihad have broken
records with their rock-ier
version of I Got You which sat
at No. 1 on the Radioscope

Rock Chart for 19
consecutive weeks – making
it the longest consecutive No.
1 on rock radio for the past
20 years.
Released on November 13,
2020, the song reached No.
1 on the rock radio charts two
weeks later.
Over four months on it
was still there.
On the project, Tim Finn of
Split Enz notes “True
Colours, New Colours
features an eclectic group of
artists who bring eccentricity
and swagger to these tunes.
Curated in a singular manner
which eschews the obvious
and turns up the attitude. Love
it!”
And speaking of Tim, don’t
forget that son Harper, who
is making a huge impression
in his own right, proving that
the apple doesn’t fall far from
the tree, is playing at Sweat
Shop Brew Kitchen (R18), in
Auckland on Saturdaym May
15 with LA Women.
Will he bust out a couple
of ‘True Colours’ tracks as a
nod to his famous heritage –
only one way to find out –
head along.
Meanwhile, pick up a very
collectible copy of an album
that complements the
original and can rightly and
proudly occupy a place in
your record collection.

Win
You can enter by email or mail (address to True Colours LP Competition and include your name,
address and daytime phone number — win@teawamutucourier.co.nz or PO Box 1, Te Awamutu).
Deadline is 5pm Tuesday. Competition by Fill The House Tickets Project — supporting families of
children with cancer
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TE AWAMUTU RSA
Raffles Wed & Fri, Jokers Wild Friday,
Membership draw Mon, Wed, Fri

CLUB OPEN DAILY FROM 11AM
Bomber Command Restaurant

James &
Isey

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
11am to 8pm daily
Come and try our new menu!

Award-winning New
Zealand filmmaker
Florian Habicht has a
new film heading to
local cinemas soon
and the star of the
show, Isey, is living
proof that at 101-yearsold it is never too late
to be a film star.
The documentary
is called James & Isey
and shows once again
that Habicht has a
sixth sense for finding
inherently unique
New Zealanders.
With his latest
project, he is the first
to confess that
everything about this

This Friday 7pm Jeremy Rike
6pm, Raffles, Members Draw, and Jokers Wild
381 Alexandra Street - 871 3707
COURTESY VAN ext push 4 - free call

story was new for him.
99-year-old Isey
lives with her adult
son James on their
small farm in
Kawakawa. They are
descendants of Ngati
Manu, the Bird People.
Isey is turning 100

in a week. In their
unique relationship,
James has devoted
the last 20 years to
looking after his mum.
He is a tohunga
(shaman) and brings
the spirit world
onboard to get her

over 100.
A joyous
celebration of the
sacred and everyday
aroha (love).
Irresistibly charming,
inspiring, warm,
hilarious and
insightful.

Locked
Down

Wednesday to Monday from 4pm • MEMBER OF CLUBSNZ & RNZRSA
Entry restricted to members, invited guests and members of affiliated clubs
WEBSITE: teawamutursa.co.nz

The Best Value in Show Business

PH: 871 6678
MAY 6 - 12
www.ﬂicks.co.nz/cinema/regent-theatre-te-awamutu/ www.teawamutu.co.nz/regent/sessions.html

THIS WEEK WE HAVE 12 REALLY GOOD MOVIE
CHOICES FOR YOUR SELECTION

Paxton and Linda, a
couple at the end of
their relationship
who are only still
living together
because of lockdown orders in the
UK.
The two attempts
to navigate their new
situations as Covid19 spreads around
the globe; Paxton is
furloughed from his
job, while Linda is
forced to fire
employees from her
company as they
look to cut costs.
Through his boss

A quality NZ film, well-acted and filmed. Set
post WWII, lots of Maori tradition, injustices,
sadness, pain, suffering, compassion and
discovery. Best NZ film since Dark horse and
Mahana. GREAT KIWI CLASSIC NOMINATION:
COUSINS, BY PATRICIA GRACE. No bad
language or violence. Recommended.

COUSINS PG
SAT 4:40, SUN 4:10

Malcolm, Paxton
‘using a fake identity’
accepts work
transporting goods
and materials from
places that are
closing during the
lock-down.

One of his stops is
a department store
that's part of Linda's
corporation.
Dissatisfied with
their current state of
life, Paxton and Linda
design a plan to steal

Entertainment
at its ﬁnest

an expensive
diamond from the
department store so
they can become
rich.
Stars Anne
Hathaway and
Chiwetel Ejiofor.

THIS
SATURDAY

PROMOTE YOUR
EVENT HERE
EVERY THURSDAY
Te Awamutu

Courierr

Te Awamutu Bible Chapel
pel
Swarbrick Drive – 12.30pm

Te Awamutu

Courier

Your community newspaper - phone 871 5151

www.teawamutu.nz
Check out what’s on, people, links, games, list your business,
community groups, upcoming events.
Home of the online Te Awamutu Courier

“Simply loved it, such a delightful film; great
scenery, lovely songs/music and a balanced
plot - intrigue, romance, comedy.” Leigh.
“Loved the film and particularly liked the
music. You came away feeling relaxed,
entertained and smiling.” Karen.

THEN CAME YOU
SAT 3:50, FINAL SUN 3:20
“I re-watched THE FATHER and it is definitely
on my Top Ten list so far this year.
Anthony Hopkins is just outstanding in
his performance especially the way he
transitions the mood swings.” Graeme.
“Certainly great, great story, great acting,
great music score and based on fact too.”
Leigh.

THE FATHER M

It’s briskly paced, funny and family-friendly
just like the original.

PETER RABBIT 2 G
SAT 1:30 & 4:00, SUN 1:00 & 3:30
A very good mix of animated animals and
humans in a very crazy and funny
‘cat and mouse’ adventure.
“5yo Eddie thought it was absolutely
hilarious, he laughed and laughed the
whole way through!” Tania.

TOM AND JERRY G
SAT 1:40, SUN 1:10
“Me, Bill and about 8 ladies were shown
LAND - not a dry eye in the house at times
and every single one of them stopped and
commented on what an amazing film it
was.” Tony. “This was a beautiful movie, epic
in landscape, quiet in thought, skilful in silent
performance, filmed in the Canadian Rockies.

LAND M
“ABSOLUTELY STUNNING PHOTOGRAPHY.
I THOUGHT IT WAS STREAKS AHEAD OF
NOMADLAND.” ALLAN
THU 6:30, FRI 7:30, SAT 2:50 & 6:50
SUN 2:20 & 6:20, WED (SHOPPERS’) 10:20 & 6:30

SAT 4:50, SUN 4:20, WED (SHOPPERS’) 10:10

Irresistibly charming, inspiring, warm,
hilarious and insightful.

“Think JOHN WICK, sooooo good.
150% high octane; just wicked, so
entertaining.” Matthew.
Wowww, Not a dull moment.
“Don’t judge a book by its cover. This is one
helluva, rootin’-tootin’ darn good yarn.” Allan.

THU 6:20, FRI 7:20, SAT 1:50, SUN 1:20
WED (SHOPPERS’) 10:00 & 6:20

NOBODY R16
SAT 6:45, SUN 6:15
“Excellent. Extremely well portrayed in
every aspect. Full of suspense and
drama. Impossible to stop watching.
Based on true events.” Allan.

BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH IS

THE COURIER M

JAMES & ISEY M
A unique film with a soul, a heart-warming
story and a remarkable cast,
Ashlyn Louden-Gamble is exceptional in the
role of Monday. Recommended.

MOONROCK FOR MONDAY M
THU 6:05, FRI 7:05, SAT 2:40, SUN 2:10, WED 6:05
A couple attempts a high-risk, high-stakes
jewellery heist at a department store, starring
Anne Hathaway and Chiwetel
(12 Years a Slave) Ejiofor.

SAT 5:55, SUN 5:25

LOCKED DOWN M

The plot follows H, a cold and mysterious
character working at a cash truck
company responsible for moving hundreds
of millions of dollars around Los Angeles
each week. Stars Jason Statham, Josh
Hartnett and Scott Eastwood. If you like a
good heist action mystery thriller, then this is
for you – pretty intense and exciting.

THU 6:00, FRI 7:00, SAT 6:40, SUN 6:10, WED 6:00

WRATH OF MAN R16
THU 6:10, FRI 7:10, SAT 4:20 & 6:30
SUN 3:50 & 6:00, WED 6:10

Angelina Jolie blazes a trail in the
firefighter action-thriller drama. A teenage
murder witness finds himself pursued by twin
assassins, in the Montana wilderness, with
a survival expert tasked with protecting
him and a forest fire threatening to
consume them all.

THOSE WHO WISH ME DEAD
ALL START NEXT WEEK

W E D S H O P P E R S ’ M O R N I N G S H OW S
H O M E E A R LY E V E N I N G S E S S I O N S W E D & T H U

SALE BY DEADLINE

AUCTION

1/191 Totara Street Te Awamutu
Bring Your Crown Lynn
Calling all retro lovers - get ready to be bowled over by this
tidy retro charmer. From the wallpaper to the tiles & light
fittings, every touch is a triumph of its time that couldn’t be
replicated. The practical features are great & the excellent
bones of the house will help you renovate with ease.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

2

1

1

Sale By Deadline Closes: 4:00pm
Wednesday 19th May 2021 (unless sold prior)
View Saturday 3:00 - 3:30pm
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz

Pamela Thackray 021 184 1255
pamela.thackray@ljhta.co.nz

SALE BY DEADLINE

1/356 Young Street

2

1

1

Te Awamutu
Central And Convenient Location

Auction
1:00pm, Thursday 20th May
2021 (unless sold prior)
___________________________________

Centrally located in a popular street close to
town, this well maintained 1980's townhouse is
just a short stroll to town. Featuring two
double bedrooms, a sunny open plan living
area and easy-care gardens, the property is
peaceful and private and is a perfect
downsizer for retirees.
Contact Ian today and organise a time to
view.

View
Friday 12:30pm & Sunday
1:30pm
3/1 Cherry Tree Close Te Awamutu
___________________________________

1

1

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

Ian Jones 027 447 1758
ian.jones@ljhta.co.nz

100 Wilson Street Te Awamutu

3

Agent
Ian Jones 027 447 1758

ljhooker.co.nz/1EVYGG8

3

When Location Counts
This 1980’s brick detached townhouse features three
bedrooms and a recently refurbished kitchen and
bathroom. The property is centrally located in a peaceful
and sought-after street and is a perfect downsizer for
retirees. Contact Ian today to organise a time to view.

Sale By Deadline Closes 1:00pm,
Wednesday 26th May 2021 (unless sold prior)
View Sunday 12:30 - 1:00pm
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1F06GG8

FINAL NOTICE

122A Goodfellow Street Te Awamutu
A Great Start on Goodfellow
Conveniently located close to local schools & a short stroll
from Te Awamutu's CBD, this house was built in 2007 & is well
maintained & beautifully presented. The home is a perfect
opportunity for young couples to step onto the property
ladder or for investors to add to their rental portfolio.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

421 Waikeria Road Te Awamutu
Stylish Lifestyle Living
Built in 2018, this immaculately presented 4 bedroom home
is exceptionally smart and stylish. Set on 1.78 hectares
(approx.) and only 10 minutes (approx. ) from town, the
bespoke and innovative home is loaded with top of the line
extras and commands panoramic rural views.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

3

1

2

View Sunday 12:00 - 12:30pm
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1EW4GG8

Labour of Love
This beautifully renovated three-bedroom bungalow will
melt your heart.
Simply too many features to list and quality that will impress.
Call Gary for a viewing or visit our advertised open days.

Braden Chick 027 373 7790
braden.chick@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

4

18C Carey Street Kihikihi

Sale By Deadline Closes: 2:00pm, Tuesday
11th May 2021 (unless sold prior)

2

2

For Sale $1,450,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1EWAGG8

Fiona Collins 027 295 4250
Mark Weal 027 451 4732

This Is It - Look No further
A modern, brick, 3 bedroom home that is the perfect family
sanctuary or great for retirees. This home has 3 double
bedrooms, the master with an ensuite & walk-through
wardrobe. The tiled master bathroom houses a bath tub,
shower & vanity with a separate toilet.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

1

3

For Sale By Negotiation
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1EWRGG8

Gary Derbyshire 021 149 4371
gary.derbyshire@ljhta.co.nz

3

2

2

For Sale $749,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1EU2GG8

Nadine Wells 027 444 0774
nadine.wells@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamatu trading as Te Awamutu Realty (REAA 2008). All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must solely rely on their own enquiries.

